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 !"# $ %&'(')&*'+,,-". "+/0123456789. ,:. "$8997 2

















 !"#$%# &'(&- 1) &'# 3$"& #0(456# lim
x→2
f(x) = f(2) ()* 1) &'# "#7,)* #0(456# lim
x→2
g(x) 6= g(2) !#7(8"#
lim
x→2
g(x) = 6 ()* g(2) = 89 :,2#%#$- 1) !,&' 7("#" &'# 6141& #01"&"9
 !"#$%& $%&' ;,)"1*#$ &'# 51#7#21"# <8)7&1,) h(x) =
{
1 1< x ≥ 0
−1 1< x < 0
2',"# =$(5' 1" "',2) 1) >1=8$# ?9@9
 !"#$% &'('  !" #$"% &'()$*+( h(x)
A'1" 51#7#21"# <8)7&1,) 1" *#3)#* ,)# 2(/ ,) &'# 1)&#$%(6 [0,∞) ()* (),&'#$ 2(/ ,) (−∞, 0)9 B& 1" 7(66#* (














.'#) &'# 6#<& ()* $1='& 6141&" ($# *1D#$#)&- 2# "(/ lim
x→0
h(x) /.(' ,.# (0!'# ,$ 1) "',$& E*)#9F G,,C 7($#<866/
(& h(x) (" 1& 1" ,8$ 3$"& #0(456# 2'#$# &'# 6141& *,#" ),& #01"&9
 !"#$%& $%1' ;,)"1*#$ &'# $(&1,)(6 <8)7&1,) k(x) = 1
x
2',"# =$(5' 1" "',2) 1) >1=8$# ?9H9
 !" #$%& '( % )'*'&+
 !"#$% &'('  !" !#$"%&'() k(x) = 1
x
 !"# $%&'(")& "# '*++,- * !./,01)+*2
 
 !, x3*4"# "# (!,  !"#$!%&'( ')*+,&!&- *&- (!, y3*4"# "# (!,















8, :*. ')&'+%-, (!*(
lim
x→0




k(x) = 0 *&- lim
x→−∞
k(x) = 0.
=, -,6&, * !)0">)&(*+ *#.:/()(, "& (!, *1)9, :*&&,02
0!"#$!%&'( 1)*+,&!&-
?,( f 1, * $%&'(")& *&- y = k 1, * !)0">)&(*+ +"&,@ 8!,0, k "# #):, 0,*+ &%:1,02 =, #*. y = k "# *
 !"#$!%&'( ')*+,&!&- 2!" f @ "$ lim
x→∞
f(x) = k )0 lim
x→−∞
f(x) = k2
 !"#$%& 345' A)&#"-,0 (!, 0*(")&*+ $%&'(")& l(x) = 1
x2








 !, F*(!,:*("'* A)-, $)0 ,&(,0"&B (!"# $%&'(")& "#
 !"# $ %&'(')&*'+,,-. " >= /0. ,1-. " < /002 " 3456 17 85 7 9 3456 17 85 7 2
 
G&(,0 k(x) *# :!"# $ -;" 2
 
H# <(,9,& =0"B!( #*"- IJ+*'K !)+,# *0, 8!,0, L)- -"9"-,- 1. >,0)2M
 ! "#$% &' $ (&)&%* +
 !"#$% &'('  !" !#$"%&'() l(x) = 1
x2




23"& "#(" 4& (0& (56%$!1 !3"("$3! %+$1#"+7 4#&! 4& %(7 "#& +$)$" $% &86(+ "3 ∞ %$!-& $!9!$"7 $% !3" ( !6)5&0:
;3)& "&'"533<% *0&.&0 "3 6%& 430/% %(7$!1 ="#& +$)$" "&!/% "3 $!9!$"7:> ?"#&0 "&'"533<% *0&.&0 "3 5& 50$&.
(!/ @)$%A6%& "#& ∞ !3"("$3!: B& 4$++ (/3*" "#& +(""&0 -3!C&!"$3!:
B& (0& !34 0&(/7 "3 .30)6+("& ( 430<$!1 /&9!$"$3! 3. +$)$"%:
 !"#$%$&# &' ($)$%
D&" f(x) 5& ( 0&(+EC(+6&/ .6!-"$3! /&9!&/ 3! (! 3*&! $!"&0C(+ -3!"($!$!1 *3$!" a, &'-&*" *3%%$5+7 (" a, (!/
+&" L 5& ( 0&(+ !6)5&0:








@HA  . "#& +&." (!/ 0$1#" +$)$" 53"# &'$%"% (!/ (0& &86(+, "#&! "#& *$)$% &'$%"% (!/ 4& 40$"& lim
x→a
f(x) = L
@IA  . f(x) "&!/% "3 L (% x "&!/% "3 ∞, "#&! lim
x→∞
f(x) = L
J#$% /&9!$"$3! $% 4#(" 4& -(++ (! $#'&+).* /!"#$%$&#:  " 4$++ /3 .30 !34, 56" %33! 4& 4$++ %&& 4#7 $" $%
$!(/&86("&: D&" 6% %&& %3)& )30& &'()*+&%:
 !" #$%& '( % )'*'&+




























/01 2%& +345% (' y = 5 !- 4 %(3!6("$4) -$34!+%$ )!"& /-&&  !+73& 08918 :( ,4$$&3 *%4$ ;4)7& x $4<&-=
*%&$%&3 !$ !- > (3 -(,&$%!"+ &)-&= y !- 4)*4?- 58 @( lim
x→2
5 = 5
 !"#$% &'('  !" !#$%&#'()* *%'" y = 5
/>1 2%& +345% (' y = 3x + 7 !- $%& -$34!+%$ )!"& -%(*" !"  !+73& 08A8 BC-&3;& $%4$ lim
x→2
3x + 7 =
3(2) + 7 = 138
 !"#$% &')'  !" *%'" y = 3x+ 5
 ! "#$% &' $ (&)&%* +




 !"#$% &'(' y = 2x




 !"#$% &')' y = ln x











tanx =∞3 ?* lim
x→π
2
tan−1 x F*%- /*8 %:,-83
 !"#$% &'&*' y = tan x
 G" #$% &'()$ *+ y = cotx ,- -$*./ ,/ 0,&1'% 23223 E8 $(- ( 7%'8,B(< (-=>)8*8% (8 x = 03 56-%'7%
8$(8 lim
x→0
cotx F*%- /*8 %:,-8
 H" #$% &'()$ *+ y = cscx ,- -$*./ ,/ 0,&1'% 232I3 E8 $(- ( 7%'8,B(< (-=>)8*8% (8 x = 03 56-%'7%
8$(8 lim
x→0
cscx F*%- /*8 %:,-83





tan−1 x = π
2
3 
 !" #$%& '( % )'*'&+
 !"#$% &'&&' y = cot x
 !"#$% &'&(' y = cscx
 !"#$% &'&)' y = tan−1 x
 !"# "$%" &' "$# (%)" #*%+,(# -.)" (!!/&'0 %" "$# 01%,$ !2 f(x) = tan−1 x 3&"$ '! .'4#1)"%'4&'0 !2 "$#
&'5#1)# "%'0#'" 2.'6"&!' 7%()! 6%((#4 %16"%'8 3&(( '!" (#%4 "! "$# %')3#19 :$# 2.'6"&!' f(x) = tan−1 x &) '!"





)@ "$#' "$# 1#)"1&6#4 "%'0#'" 2.'6"&!'





)@ 1%'0# (−∞,∞)@ %'4 5#1"&6%( %)B+,"!"#) x = ±π
2
9 :$# &'5#1)# !2 "$&)
1#)"1&6"#4 "%'0#'" 2.'6"&!' &) !C"%&'#4 CB 1#D#6"&'0 &" %(!'0 "$# (&'# y = x9 A" &) ,1#6&)#(B "$# 2.'6"&!' )$!3'





)@ %'4 $!1&F!'"%( %)B+,"!"#) y = ±π
2
9 ?B 4#G'&"&!' !2
$!1&F!'"%( %)B+,"!"# lim
x→∞
tan−1 x = π
2
9 :$&) &) '!" % 2!1+%( ,1!!2 !2 "$# (&+&"@ C." % C#""#1 #*,(%'%"&!'
"$%' 0.#))&'0 21!+ "$# 01%,$9
H! 2%1 3# %4!,"#4 % $&0$(B 5&).%( %,,1!%6$ "! (&+&")9 ?." 41%3&'0 01%,$) &) '!" %(3%B) ,!))&C(#9
 !"#$%&  !"' I!')&4#1 "$# 2.'6"&!' f(x) = sinx
x
3$!)# 01%,$ &) )$!3' &' <&0.1# =9=J 7C." 4!'K" (!!/
'!389
 ! "#$% &' $ (&)&%* +








 !"#$ %&  !" #"!$%&'( ') f(x) = sinx
x
*"$( x = 0





8$, '001%'*! "# &% &'/, 2'-),# %( x *-%#,1 '$5 *-%#,1 &% 1 '$5 6$5 &!, *%11,#0%$5"$9 2'-),# %( sinx
x
3  !"# "#
&!, *%:0)&'&"%$'- '001%'*! '$5 "& "# "--)#&1'&,5 "$  ';-, <3 8;#,12, &!'& '# x &,$5# &% 0= sinx
x
&,$5# &% 13






>)&= !%+ 5% +, /$%+ #%:,&!"$9 #&1'$9, 5%,#$?& !'00,$ 2,1@ *-%#, &% 03  !,1, "# *-,'1-@ #%:,&!"$9 #&1%$9,1
&!'$ *%:0)&'&"%$ $,,5,5 &% #'@ *%$*-)#"2,-@ &!'& &!, -":"& "# 13
A# :,$&"%$,5 ,'1-",1= &!, 91'0! %( f(x) = sin x
x
"# #!%+$ "$ B"9)1, <3<C3  !, 91'0! #)00%1&# %)1 *%:0)&'.
&"%$'- "$&)"&"%$ &!'& &!, -":"& "# 13 A1, +, *%11,*&7  !, '$#+,1 "# @,# "$ &!"# *'#,= '$5 "& "# D)"&, *-,'1 (1%:
&!, 91'0!3 4%+,2,1= +, '1, -,(& +"&! ' 2'9), #,$#, &!'& :%1, "# $,,5,53
'()*+$ %&%,& f(x) = sinx
x
 !, 01,2"%)# ,E':0-, :'@ #)99,#& &!'& )#"$9 91'0!"$9 #%(&+'1, +"-- '-+'@# !,-0 "$ 6$5"$9 -":"&#3 F$(%1&).
$'&,-@= &!"# "# $%& &!, *'#,3
 !"#$%&  !"' G%$#"5,1 &!, ()$*&"%$ f(x) = sin π
x
+!%#, 91'0! "# #!%+$ "$ B"9)1, <3<H3




"# 03  ';-, < #!%+# &!'& %)1 9),##
"# ;%-#&,1,5 ;@ *%:0)&'&"%$'- ,2"5,$*,3 J( +, &1",5 &% K%%: "$ &% 9,& ' *-,'1,1 0"*&)1, %( &!, ()$*&"%$?#








 !  " #$%& '( % )'*'&+
 !"#$% &'&(' f(x) = sin π
x
 !"#$% &'&)'  !""#$% &' (&$) "* f(x) = sin π
x
'$+, -


















 !"#$ %&  !" #"!$%&'( ') f(x) = sin π
x
*"$( x = 0
 !"# "# $%&'(#% )* +',,%- !*. &/*#% x 0%,# ,* 0 ,!% 1()&,"*) f(x) *#&"//',%#  !"#"$ 1-*+ 23 ,* 34  !"# "# )*,
$'#%5 *) 6"#('/ "),(","*) )*- &*+7(,',"*)'/ "),(","*)4 8 #,-*)0%- 5%9)","*) "# )%%5%5 ')5 ,!', "# ,!% 1*-+'/
5%9)","*) *1 ,!% /"+",4
 ! "#$% &' $ (&)&%*   
 !"#$% &'()*+*!) !, -*#*+
 !" f(x) #! $ %!$&'($&)!* +),-"./, *!0,!* /, $, /1!, .,"!%($& -/,"$.,.,2 $ 1/.," a3 !4-!1" 1/55.#&6 $" a3




7!$,5 ":$" +/% !(!%6 ε > 03 ":!%! !4.5"5 δ > 03 5)-: ":$"
.+ 0 < |x− a| < δ ":!, |f(x)− L| < ε.
;.2)%! <8<=
 
!41&$.,5 ":! *!0,."./,8 ;/% !(!%6 57$&& ,)7#!% ε 5)-: ":$" ":! *.5"$,-! /+ f(x) "/ L .5 &!55
":$, ε3 ":!%! .5 $ 57$&& ,)7#!% δ 5)-: ":$" ":! *.5"$,-! #!">!!, x $,* a .5 &!55 ":$, δ8 ?/"! ":$" |x−a| < δ
7!$,5 x .5 ., ":! .,"!%($& (a− δ, a+ δ) $,* |f(x)−L| < ε 7!$,5 f(x) .5 ., ":! .,"!%($& (L− ε, L+ ε)8 @5 ":!
.,"!%($& $%/),* L /, ":! y'$4.5 5:%.,A53 ":! .,"!%($& $%/),* a /, ":! x'$4.5 5:%.,A58 9:! #/4 ., ":! -!,"!%
/+ ":! 02)%! $&5/ 5:%.,A5 $,* -$1")%!5 ":! &.7." .,5.*! ."8
 !"#$% &'&('  !" ε− δ #"$%&'&(% () *&+&',
9:! +/%7$& *!0,."./, /+ &.7."5 .5 7/5"&6 /)"5.*! ":! 5-/1! /+ ":.5 -/)%5!3 #)" ." :!&15 "/ :$(! 5/7! ),*!%'
5"$,*.,2 /+ ." B6/) >.&& #!2., $, @*($,-!* C$&-)&)5 >.": ":.5 *!0,."./,D8 @5 )5)$& ":! >$6 "/ ),*!%5"$,*
5/7!":.,2 .5 "/ >/%A /)" 5/7! !4$71&!58 9:! !4$71&!5 :!%! $%! E1%//+5F $,* >! 1/5"1/,! ." ".&& C:$1"!% <G8
@" ":.5 H),-"./, ." .5 !,/)2: "/ %!$&.I! ":$" 5/7!":.,2 5"%/,2!% ":$, ":! (.5)$& $,* -/71)"$"./, $11%/$-:
"/ &.7."5 .5 ,!!*!*8
J! !,* ":.5 -:$1"!% #6 &//A.,2 $" $,/":!% +$7/)5 !4$71&! /+ &.7."5 ., ":! 7!*.$8 9:.5 &.7." $11!$%5 ., ":!






1− cos2 x .
 
9:.5 02)%! .5 "$A!, +%/7  !!"#$%%&&&'()! '*+,)-.#'/,*% 01*2)%3)4+56/789:3;59< 3 >:.-: $&5/ :$5
5!(!%$& !4$71&!5 /+ :/> ":! +/%7$& *!0,."./, /+ &.7."5 .5 )5!* "/ 0,* &.7."5 $,* 1%/(! ":$" ":! &.7." */!5
,/" !4.5"8
+
9:! 5"/%6 &.,! ., #%.!+P C$*6 Q!%/, &.(!* ., @+%.-$ $,* .5 :/7!5-://&!* ),".& 5:! -/7!5 "/ ":! R,."!*
S"$"!5 $,* 2/!5 "/ ?/%": S:/%! Q.2: S-://&8 S:! .5 $ ,.-! 2.%& >:/ #!+%.!,*5 ":! 1/1)&$% 7!$, 2.%&53 $,*
5)#5!T)!,"&6 #!-/7!5 7!$,!% ":$, ":! 7!$,!5" 2.%&8 S.,-! 5:! .5 2//* $" 7$": 5:! 2!"5 .,(."!* "/ H/., ":!
M$":&!"!5 "!$7U $&#!." ., $ *.5")%#.,2 >$6 ":$" %!(!$&5 5/-.$& ,/%75 ., "61.-$& ".,$ ;!6 +$5:./,8
S")*!,"P VW7 X!(., N,$1//%3 C$1"$., /+ ":! ?/%": S:/%! M$":&!"!58 J! 1$%".-.1$"! .,
7$": -:$&&!,2!5 $2$.,5" /":!% :.2: 5-://&5 ., ":! 5"$"!3 $,* >! -$, 2!" ">.-! $5 7)-:
+),*.,2 .+ >!W(! 2/" $ 2.%&8 S/ 6/) 5:/)&* ":.,A $#/)" H/.,.,28
 !  " #$%& '( % )'*'&+
 !"#" $% & #$'(#()% *&+ (, -./$.' 0!$% 1$2$03 *!$4! *" *$11 %"" 1&0"#3 5)0 &%%)2" ,(# 0!" 2(2".0 0!&0 *"
(.1+ !&6" 0!" 6$%)&1 0"4!.$7)"8 9(* 4()1/ *" -')#" ()0 0!" 1$2$0:  !" '#&;! (, 0!$% ,).40$(. $%.<0 (." 0!&0
&.+(." #"2"25"#%3 %( '#&;!$.' $%.<0 &. (;0$(.8 =0 *()1/ 2&>" %".%" 0( 7)$4>1+ ;1)' 0 $. 0!" ,).40$(. 0(
%"" *!&0 !&;;".%8 ?)0 *" '"0
0
0
*!$4! $% .(0 !"1;,)1 @&0 0!$% %0&'"A8 9(*"6"#3 & 7)$4> %$2;1$4&0$(. (, 0!"
,).40$(. @4&. 5" /(." 2".0&11+A '$6"% )%
lim
x→0
ln (1− x)− sinx
1− cos2 x = limx→0























cscx /("% .(0 "F$%0.
 !"#",(#" $0 $% #"&%(.&51" @$, .(0 ;#"4$%"1+ &44)#&0"A 0( 4(.41)/" 0!&0
lim
x→0
ln (1− x)− sinx
1− cos2 x /("% .(0 "F$%0.
=0 $% "&%+ 0( %"" ,#(2 0!" '#&;! 0!&0 0!" 1$2$0 /("% .(0 "F$%08 G"" C$')#" D8DH8
 
 !"#$%#&  !'()&*+
@DA I#&* 0!" '#&;! (, 0!" ,).40$(. )%$.' +()# J5+K!&./%L '#&;!$.' 0"4!.$7)"% &./ -./ 0!" ,(11(*$.'
1$2$0%8 =, 0!" 1$2$0 /("% .(0 "F$%03 "F;1&$. *!+ )%$.' +()# '#&;!8







M0 0!" "./ (, 0!" 2(6$"3 0!" N&0!"1"0"% ;&#0$4$;&0" $. 0!" %0&0" 4(2;"0$0$(.8  !" 0"&2% &#" &%>"/ 0( -./
0!" &5(6" 1$2$08  !" (;;(%$.' 0"&2 #$.'% 0!" 5"11 -#%03 5)0 &.%*"#% $.4(##"401+8 O&/+ &.%*"#% 0!" 7)"%K
0$(. 4(##"401+ 2&>$.' 0!" P(#0!G!(#" N&0!1"0"% 0!" %0&0" 4!&2;$(.%8 M% %!" /("% $0 %!" &1%( #"&1$Q"% 0!"
,((1$%!."%% (, !"# 2"&. *&+%8  !" N(6$"N&0! *"5%$0" !&% )%",)1 $.,(#2&0$(. (. 2&0! $. 0!" 2(6$"%8
G""  !!"#$$%%%&'()*+!&*,-$-,./(-+! $-(+0120)(34*,3(56/374& !-7 8  !" 41$; 2&+ 5" *&04!"/ (.
R() )5"  !!"#$$8+4-+0+&"(,"7(&*,9*&()2$:;<=>?@<$-9./(%&" "A*+7702-B(3C-9DEF 8
 
S.0"# 0!$% ,).40$(. &% G7,! H1701IJK5J4/0K5$1IJ*,41*+3(!4L-B,75M1K55N 8  !$% ,).40$(. !&% $0%
#"&1 &./ $2&'$.&#+ ;&#0% 41(%"1+ $.0"#0*$."/T !".4" 0!" 51)" &./ #"/ 4)#6"%8
 ! "#$% &' $ (&)&%*  +










































/! limx→0+ log2 x
01! 2/34 5%" $/3-%6 76&+$ 6,#543/" 3+ 8+ 5%" #,)),4&+$ )&*&569 :# 5%" )&*&5  ,"6 +,5 ";&65< ";-)3&+










0@! A%" #,)),4&+$ #7+?5&,+6 3/" -&"?"B4&6" #7+?5&,+69 2/34 5%" $/3-%6 76&+$ C>=B%3+ 6D $/3-%&+$
5"?%+&.7"6 3+ 8+ 5%" #,)),4&+$ )&*&569
3! limx→0− f(x) 3+ limx→0+ f(x) 4%"/"E
f(x) =
{
0 x < 0
1 x ≥ 0
 !  " #$%& '( % )'*'&+







3− x x < 1
4 x = 1
x
2 + 1 x > 1
'! limx→n f(x) "#$%$&
f(x) =
{
x x = n
0 x 6= n
(! limx→n− f(x) )*( limx→n+ f(x) "#$%$ f(x) = [x]+
$! limx→n− f(x) )*( limx→n+ f(x) "#$%$ f(x) = (−1)n )*( n ≤ x ≤ n+ 1+
 ! "#$%&$'#'( )'$*%&#$(
 !" #$%&'%($() *(%#&'$% ') &!" $%+, -$./01+" 0%2 ()01+" *(%#&'$%3 4& 0+$%" ') )(15"#&
&$ +0- 0%2 &!" +0-) $* #0+#(+0&'$%3 4& ') 0 +$,0+ )(15"#& $* &!" 60&!"60&'#0+ /'%72$63
8&!". )$9#0++"2 $. 6')#0++"2 *(%#&'$%) 0." *."0/): 0%0.#!')&): 2')&(.1".) $* &!" ;"0#":
60+*$.6"2 #(.'$)'&'") -!'#! $%" 0%2 0++ 0." $* %$ ()" &$ 0%,$%": +"0)& $* 0++ &$ &!" +$,0+
0%2 1(.2"%91"0.'%7 )(15"#&) -!$ 1, /"";'%7 &!" +0-) 60'%&0'% &!" /'%72$6 0%2 60/"
'&) 02<0%#" ;$))'1+"3 9 =3 >3 ?$": @.3 AB 7"%".0+'C"2 2"D%'&'$% $* +'6'&: E0&!3  "0#!".
FAGHGIJ ;3KLJ
4% &!') #!0;&". -" -'++ '%&.$2(#" &!" #$%#";& $* #$%&'%($() *(%#&'$%) 9 &!" %'#" 0%2 -"++91"!0<"2 *(%#&'$%)3
?"&(.%'%7 &$ &!" D<" '%&'0+ "M06;+") '% N!0;&". G: '% &!" D.)& "M06;+": &!" +"*& 0%2 .'7!& +'6'&) "M')& 0%2
0." 1$&! "O(0+ &$ I )$
lim
x→2
f(x) = 0 = f(2).
P$&" &!0& C".$ ') ;."#')"+, &!" <0+(" $* f(2)3 4% &!" )"#$%2 "M06;+": 070'% &!" +"*& 0%2 .'7!& +'6'&) "M')& 0%2
0." "O(0+ &$ Q: 1(& g(2) = 8: )$ !"." &!" +'6'& ') %$& "O(0+ &$ &!" *(%#&'$% <0+(" 0& R3 S$
lim
x→2
g(x) = 6 6= g(2).
4% &!" &!'.2 0%2 *$(.&! "M06;+": &!" +"*& 0%2 .'7!& +'6'&) 0." 2'T"."%&: )$
lim
x→0
h(x) 2$") %$& "M')& 0%2 lim
x→0
k(x) 2$") %$& "M')&.
 !" D.)& *(%#&'$% f(x) ') #0++"2 0  !"#$"%!%& '%" #$!"3 4* -" &.0#"2 &!" 7.0;! $* f(x) '% U'7(." G3G -"
#0% #$<". &!" "%&'." #(.<" -'&!$(& .0')'%7 ;"%#'+ *.$6 ;0;".3  !') ') %$& &!" #0)" *$. g(x) 1"#0()" '& !0)
0 !$+" '% '&3  !" *(%#&'$% h(x) !0) 0 )&"; 0& 0 -!"." '& 5(6;) *.$6 −1 &$ 13  !" ;"%#'+ 6()& 1" .0')"2
*.$6 ;0;". &$ 7"& *.$6 &!" +"*& )'2" $* 0 &$ &!" .'7!& )'2"3 U$. &!" *(%#&'$% k(x): 0) -" 0;;.$0#! 0 *.$6 &!"
+"*&: &!" *(%#&'$% 7$") &$ −∞: 0%2 *.$6 &!" .'7!& '& 7$") &$ ∞3 4& ') %$& 0 !$+" '% &!" *(%#&'$% 0) '% &!"
)"#$%2 "M06;+": %$. ') '& 0 5(6; 0) '% &!" &!'.2 "M06;+": 1(& &!"." ') 0 70; 0& 0 0%2 -" 6()& +'*& ;"%#'+
*.$6 ;0;".3  !" *(%#&'$%) g(x): h(x): 0%2 k(x) 0." %$& #$%&'%($() $. ($& !"#$"%!%& '%" #$!"&3 V" -'++
2"D%" #$%&'%('&, *$.60++, '% &".6) $* +'6'&): 1(& &!" '%&('&'<" 2"D%'&'$% $* %$& !0<'%7 &$ +'*& ;"%#'+ *.$6
;0;". -!'+" &.0#'%7 &!" *(%#&'$% ') <"., ()"*(+3
 
 
B )&(2"%& &0/'%7 0 S(.<", $* N0+#(+() #$(.)" $%+, %""2) 0 10)'# (%2".)&0%2'%7 $* #$%&'%($() *(%#&'$%)
-'&!$(& 7$'%7 '%&$ 2"&0'+) $* +"*& 0%2 .'7!& #$%&'%('&,3
 !
 ! "# $%&'(&)%)* +)&$'(%&*
 !"#$%$&# &' (&#%$#)&)* +)#,%$&#
 !" f(x) #! $ %!$&'($&)!* +),-"./, $,* a #! $ 0/.," ., "1! .,"!%($& (−∞,∞)2
345 6! 7$8 f(x) .7 -!'% ,&#%$#)&)* .% a9 .+ lim
x→a−
f(x) = f(a)
3:5 6! 7$8 f(x) .7 /$01% ,&#%$#)&)* .% a9 .+ lim
x→a+
f(x) = f(a)
3;5 6! 7$8 f(x) .7 ,&#%$#)&)* .% a .+ lim
x→a
f(x) = f(a)2
3<5 = +),-"./, .7 ,&#%$#)&)* &# .# $#%!/2.- .+ ." .7 *!>,!* $" !(!%8 0/.," /+ "1! .,"!%($& $,*
-/,".,)/)7 $" !(!%8 0/.," /+ "1! .,"!%($&2
3?5 = +),-"./, "1$" .7 -/,".,)/)7 $" !(!%8 0/.," ., "1! */@$., .7 -$&&!* $ ,&#%$#)&)* ')#,%$&#2 3A+
f(x) .7 *!>,!* /,&8 /, /,! 7.*! /+ $, !,*0/.," /+ "1! */@$.,9 "1!, B! ),*!%7"$,* -/,".,)/)7 $"
"1! !,* 0/.," "/ @!$, -/,".,)/)7 +%/@ "1$" 7.*!25
C8 "1! $#/(! *!>,."./,9 f(x) = (x− 2)2 .7 -/,".,)/)7 $,* "1! 0.!-!B.7! +),-"./,7 g(x) $,* h(x) $%! -&!$%&8
*.7-/,".,)/)72 D1!%! .7 $ 7)#"&!"8 +/% "1! %$"./,$& +),-"./, k(x) = 1
x
2 E&!$%&8 "1!%! .7 $ F$0 $" 0 B."1 /,!
7.*! /+ "1! +),-"./, F/.,F /G "/ −∞ $,* "1! /"1!% 7.*! F/.,F /G "/ ∞2 H/ ." .7 -/%%!-" "/ 7$8 "1$" k(x) .7
*.7-/,".,)/)7 /(!% "1! .,"!%($& (−∞,∞) #!-$)7! /+ ."7 #!1$(./% $" 09 #)" ." .7 $&7/ -/%%!-" "/ 7$8 "1$" k(x)
.7 -/,".,)/)7 /, ."7 */@$., 7.,-! 0 .7 ,/" ., ."7 */@$.,2
 !"#$%& 345' E/,7.*!% "1! +),-"./, f(x) =
√
x B1/7! F%$01 .7 71/B, ., I.F)%! :242
D1! */@$., /+ "1.7 +),-"./, .7 [0,∞)2  H.,-! ." .7 *!>,!* /,&8 "/ "1! %.F1" /+ 0 7/ ." */!7,J" @$K! 7!,7! "/
"$&K /+ &!+" -/,".,)."8 $" 02 6! -/,-&)*! f(x) .7 $ -/,".,)/)7 +),-"./, #!-$)7! ." .7 -/,".,)/)7 /, ."7 */@$.,2
 !"#$% &'('  !" #$%&'" '(() *%+,)-(+ f(x) =
√
x
D1!%! $%! "1%!! "80!7 /+ *.7-/,".,)."8 37!! I.F)%! :2:52
 
L,"!% "1.7 +),-"./, ., B/&+%$@$&01$2-/@ $7  !"#$%&'(!"# "  ')* + () , 2
 ! "#$%&$'#'( )'$"%&#$( *+
 !" #$%&'()*$ +,-.&/0,/1,023 45$/ 05$ 61/.0,&/ 5(- ( 5&*$ (0 ( 7&,/0 t8 )10 (*-& 5(- ( *,%,0 (0 t8 (- ,/
05$ 7,$.$4,-$ 61/.0,&/ 69&% 05$ -$.&/+ $:(%7*$
g(x) =
{
3x ,6 x 6= 2
8 ,6 x = 2
;5$ 61/.0,&/ %(2 &9 %(2 /&0 )$ +$</$+ (0 t=
 >" ?1%7 +,-.&/0,/1,023 45$/ 05$ 61/.0,&/ 5(- ( @1%7 (0 ( 7&,/0 t (/+ 05$ *,%,0 +&$- /&0 $:,-0 (0 t8
(- ,/ 05$ 7,$.$4,-$ 61/.0,&/ 69&% 05$ 05,9+ $:(%7*$
h(x) =
{
1 ,6 x ≥ 0
−1 ,6 x < 0
 A" B/</,0$ +,-.&/0,/1,023 45$/ 05$ 61/.0,&/ C&$- 0& −∞ &/ &/$ -,+$ (/+ ∞ &/ 05$ &05$98 (- ,/ 05$




 !"#$% &'&'  !" #!$"" #%&"' () *+',(-#+-.+#+"'
D&*2/&%,(* 61/.0,&/- (/+ $:7&/$/0,(* 61/.0,&/ (9$ .&/0,/1&1- &/ (−∞,∞)= #(0,&/(* 61/.0,&/-8 *&C 61/.0,&/-8
(/+ 09,C&/&%$09,. 61/.0,&/- (9$ .&/0,/1&1- &/ 05$,9 +&%(,/-  E$$7,/C ,/ %,/+ 05(0 05$ +&%(,/- &6 9(0,&/(*
61/.0,&/- (/+ 09,C&/&%$09,. 61/.0,&/- (9$ ,/0$99170$+ )2 '$90,.(* (-2%70&0$-"=




,6 x ≤ 2
x
3 + 1 ,6 x > 2
= G0 45(0 7&,/0- ,- f(x) +,-.&/0,/1&1-= B+$/0,62 05$
027$ +,-.&/0,/1,02=
"#$%&'#(! ;5$ C9(75 &6 f(x) ,- -5&4/ ,/ H,C19$ >=A=  I&1 -5&1*+ )$ ()*$ 0& +9(4 05,- )2 5(/+="  J)-$9'$
05(0 05$9$ ,- ( @1%7 +,-.&/0,/1,02 (0 > (/+ ,/</,0$ +,-.&/0,/1,02 (0 K=
;5$ .&/.$70 &6 .&/0,/1,02 *$(+- 0& &19 <9-0 05$&9$% ,/ L(*.1*1- .(**$+ 05$ B/0$9%$+,(0$ M(*1$ ;5$&9$%= N$
4,** 1/+$9-0(/+ ,0 ,/01,0,'$*2 5$9$ (/+ 79&'$ ,0 ,/ L5(70$9 !>=
 
O/0$9  !"#"$!%"&'()* )+, -* ) #./"0 %12345 67'* )8-9 ) :/42 ;' 04 6
 ! "# $%&'(&)%)* +)&$'(%&*
 !"#$% &'('  !" #$%&! '( )!" &*"+",*-" (./+)*'/ */ 010
 !"#$"% &'(' )*+,"$%"-./," 0/12" ,!"#$"%3  !""#$% f &$ ' (!)*+&#) +,'+ &$ *#)+&)!#!$ #) [a, b] ')-
$!""#$% w &$ ' )!./%0 $!*, +,'+ f(a) ≤ w ≤ f(b)1 2,%)3 +,%0% %4&$+$ c ∈ [a, b] $!*, +,'+ f(c) = w1
5**#0-&)6 +# +,% +,%#0%.3 7,%) +,% (!)*+&#) &$ *#)+&)!#!$3 7% *') *,##$% ')8 )!./%0 w /%+7%%) f(a) ')-
f(b) #) +,% y9'4&$ ')- *#00%$"#)-&)6 +# +,'+ )!./%0 w +,%0% %4&$+$ ' )!./%0 c /%+7%%) a ')- b #) +,%
x9'4&$ $!*, +,'+ f(c) = w : %% ;&6!0% <1=>1 2,% +,%#0%. -#%$ )#+ +%?? !$ ,#7 +# @)- +,% )!./%0 c3 A!$+
+,'+ +,%0% %4&$+$ $!*, ' )!./%01  !*, 0%$!?+$ '0% *'??%- 45.6,"+7"  !"#$"%61 5+ +,&$ $+'6% &+ &$ %)#!6,
+# !)-%0$+')- +,% "0##( #( +,% B)+%0.%-&'+% C'?!% 2,%#0%. &)+!&+&D%?81 2,% "0##( &$ &) E,'"+%0 F<1
 !"#$% &')'  !" #$%&! '( )!" &*"+",*-" (./+)*'/ */ 010
5$ ' *#0#??'08 7% #/+'&) +,% (#??#7&)6 0%$!?+ 7,#$% "0##( &$ %'$81 5 $##, #( ' (!)*+&#) f &$ ' )!./%0 c $!*,
+,'+ f(c) = 01 G##+$ '0% '?$# *'??%- 8"$#6 #( +,% (!)*+&#)1
9#$#11/$: &';' )<#18/+#=6  !"#$"%3  !""#$% f &$ ' (!)*+&#) +,'+ &$ *#)+&)!#!$ #) [a, b] ')- $!""#$%
f(a) ')- f(b) ,'D% #""#$&+% $&6)$1 2,%) +,%0% %4&$+$ ' 0##+ #( f &) [a, b]1
>$##?'  &)*% f &$ *#)+&)!#!$ ')- f(a) ')- f(b) ,'D% #""#$&+% $&6)$3 +,% )!./%0 0 ?&%$ /%+7%%) f(a) ')-
f(b)1 H8 +,% B)+%0.%-&'+% C'?!% 2,%#0%.3 +,%0% &$ ' )!./%0 c &) [a, b] $!*, +,'+ f(c) = 01 2,&$ )!./%0 c
&$ ' 0##+ #( f 1 1
5**#0-&)6 +# +,% *#0#??'083 &( f(a) &$ )%6'+&D% ')- f(b) &$ "#$&+&D% ')- 7% *') -0'7 +,% (!)*+&#) 7&+,#!+ ?&(+&)6
"%)*&? (0#. "'"%03 +,%) '+ $#.% "#&)+ +,% "%)*&? 7&?? *0#$$ +,% x9'4&$ : %% ;&6!0% <1I>1 2,'+ &$ "0%*&$%?8
7,%0% ' 0##+ #0 J%0# #( +,% (!)*+&#) #**!0$1
 ! "#$%&$'#'( )'$"%&#$( *+
 !"#$% &'('  !" #$%&! '( )!" &*"+",*-" (./+)*'/ */ 010
 ! "#$$ !%& '(#) *(+,'!- "#'( +% !.*!-,' /-01 2!-'-+%& 34))!$$5) !))+6 78+'(!1+'#*) +%& '(! 8!'+,(6)#9
*#+%):;
 
'(+' &!)*-#<!) (0" (+-& #' "+) /0- 1+'(!1+'#*#+%) '0 4%&!-)'+%& $#1#') +%& *0%'#%4#'6=
!
>+$*4$4) -!?4#-!& *0%'#%4#'6: +%& *0%'#%4#'6 "+) )4,,0)!& '0 -!?4#-! '(! #%@%#'!$6 $#''$!A
<4' %0<0&6 *04$& &#)*0B!- "(+' '(! #%@%#'!$6 $#''$! 1#C(' <!= D' "+) ,$+#%$6 %0' ?4#'!
E!-0: <!*+4)! + )4F*#!%'$6 $+-C! %41<!- 0/ #%@%#'!)#1+$): +&&!& '0C!'(!-: "!-! )!!%
'0 1+G! 4, + @%#'! "(0$!= 24' %0<0&6 *04$& ,0#%' 04' +%6 /-+*'#0% "(#*( "+) %0'
E!-0: +%& 6!' %0' @%#'!= H(4) '(!-! "+) + &!+&$0*G= 24' +' $+)'  !#!-)'-+)) &#)*0B!-!&
'(+' '(! #%@%#'!)#1+$ "+) %0' %!!&!& +' +$$: +%& '(+' !B!-6'(#%C *04$& <! +**01,$#)(!&
"#'(04' #'= H(4) '(!-! "+) %0 $0%C!- +%6 %!!& '0 )4,,0)! '(+' '(!-! "+) )4*( + '(#%C=
=== H(! <+%#)(1!%' 0/ '(! #%@%#'!)#1+$ (+) +$$ )0-') 0/ 0&& *0%)!?4!%*!): '0 "(#*( 0%!
(+) '0 <!*01! C-+&4+$$6 +**4)'01!&= I0- !.+1,$!: '(!-! #) %0 )4*( '(#%C +) '(! %!.'
101!%'= H(! #%'!-B+$ <!'"!!% 0%! 101!%' +%& '(! %!.' "04$& (+B! '0 <! #%@%#'!)#1+$:
)#%*!: #/ "! '+G! '"0 101!%') "#'( + @%#'! #%'!-B+$ <!'"!!% '(!1: '(!-! +-! +$"+6) 0'(!-
101!%') #% '(! #%'!-B+$= H(4) #/ '(!-! +-! '0 <! %0 #%@%#'!)#1+$): %0 '"0 101!%') +-!
?4#'! *0%9 )!*4'#B!: <4' '(!-! +-! +$"+6) 0'(!- 101!%') <!'"!!% +%6 '"0= J!%*! '(!-!
14)' <! +% #%@%#'! %41<!- 0/ 101!%') <!'"!!% +%6 '"0 A <!*+4)! #/ '(!-! "!-! + @%#'!
%41<!- 0%! "04$& <! %!+-!)' '(! @-)' 0/ '(! '"0 101!%'): +%& '(!-!/0-! %!.' '0 #'=
 
2!-'-+%& 34))!$$5) <00G 0/ !))+6) '#'$!&  !"#$%$"& '() *+,$% #) +B+#$+<$! 0%$#%! +'
('',)KLL+-*(#B!=0-CL&!'+#$)L16)'#*#)1$0C#*0'MM-4))= H(#) ,+-'#*4$+- !))+6 <!C#%) 0% ,+C! NO=
!
J#)'0-#*+$$6: $#1#') +%& *0%'#%4#'6 *+1! +/'!- '(! &#)*0B!-6 0/ >+$*4$4): "(#$! 1+'(!1+'#*#+%) "!-!
'-6#%C '0 1+G! >+$*4$4) -#C0-04)= P4<)!?4!%'$6: /0- ,!&+C0C#*+$ -!+)0%) $#1#') #) ,-!)!%'!& @-)'= Q%/0-'49
%+'!$6 '(#) (+) '(! !R!*' 0/ &#)*04-+C#%C 1+%6 )'4&!%') <!*+4)! $#1#') +-! 1+&! 4%%!*!))+-#$6 (+-& #% 10)'
'!.'<00G)= P'4&!%') '+G#%C + 7P4-B!6 0/ >+$*4$4); *04-)! 1+6 )G#1 '(#) *(+,'!- +%& '(! %!.': 10B#%C +)
?4#*G$6 +) ,0))#<$! '0 &!-#B+'#B!)=
 ! "#$%&'()#* +,- .'&/'&0 1'2'3*
 ! "#$ %&$'()*+ ,#-%"$& .$ /)*!0 1(2("+ '(+*-1134  " (+ !)" -1.-3+ "#$ $-+($+" .-3 !)& (+ (" &$1(-51$4  !
"#(+ ,#-%"$& .$ 1$-&! +)2$ "$,#!(6*$+ /)& 7!0(!8 1(2("+ 5$8(!!(!8 .("# "#$ 1(2(" &*1$+ -!0 /)&2*1-+4 9#$
0(+"(!,"()! 5$".$$! - /)&*2*1- -!0 - &*1$ (+ 2(!)&4 : /)&2*1- -%%1($+ ") - +%$,(7, /*!,"()! -!0 - &*1$
-%%1($+ ") -!3 &$-1;'-1*$0 /*!,"()!4 9#$ %&))/+ &$6*(&$ "#$ /)&2-1 $%+(1)!;0$1"- 0$7!"()! )/ 1(2("+4 9#$3 -&$
8('$! (! <#-%"$& =>4


















 !"#$"% &'6' 5)*%*+ 8-."01 @$" f(x) -!0 g(x) 5$ ".) &$-1;'-1*$0 /*!,"()!+A 1$" a 5$ - &$-1 !*25$&A -!0
1$" n 5$ - !-"*&-1 !*25$&4
?=B lim
x→a




































f(x)A .#$&$ (/ n (+ $'$!A "#$! (+ - %)+("('$ !-"*&-1 !*25$& ?)"#$&.(+$ .$ 8$"
,)2%1$F !*25$&+B4
G)& $F-2%1$A *+(!8 "#$+$ G)&2*1-+ ?=B -!0 ?>B -!0 H*1$+ ?=B -!0 ?>B .$ ,-! +#). "#-"
lim
x→8










5 = 2x+ 8
I*" "#(+ +)&" )/ "$0()*+ -%%1(,-"()!+ )/ "#$ &*1$+ -!0 /)&2*1-+ (+ !)" #). .$ .(11 -%%&)-,# 1(2(" %&)51$2+4
G)& "#(+ $F-2%1$A (" 2-J$+ +$!+$ ") *+$ "#$ /-," "#-" - 1(!$-& /*!,"()! (+ - ,)!"(!*)*+ /*!,"()!4 H$,-11 "#-" .$
0$7!$0 - ,)!"(!*)*+ /*!,"()! -+ - /*!,"()! f(x) .("# "#$ %&)%$&"3 "#-" lim
x→a
f(x) = f(a)4 K) /)& ,)!"(!*)*+
 !
 ! "#$%&'()#* +,- +'&.'&/ 0'1'"* 23
 !"#$%&"' (")%"* $+, -%.%$ /$ / 0&%"$ a /.&!"$' $& (")%"* $+, 1/-!, & $+,  !"#$%&" /$ a 2/''!.%"* a %' %" $+,
)&./%"34 5!"#$%&"' -%6, 0&-7"&.%/-  !"#$%&"'8 9/$%&"/-  !"#$%&"'8 9/)%#/-  !"#$%&"'8 ,:0&","$%/-  !"#$%&"'8
/") -&*  !"#$%&"' /9, #&"$%"!&!' &" $+,%9 )&./%"'4 ;, <%-- !', $+%'  ,/$!9, $& &=$/%" -%.%$'4














































3x − 5 = 3−2 − 5 = 1
9




(3x − 1)2 = (3−2 − 1)2 = ( 1
9







x+ 5 = lim
x→16
√









−27 + 1 = −3 + 1 = −2
F$ %'"G$ +/9) $& !', / 1%'!/- !"),9'$/")%"* & -%.%$'  &9 $+,',  !"#$%&"'8 =!$ !'%"* $+, "&$%&" & #&"$%"!&!'
 !"#$%&"' %' .!#+ .&9, ,-,*/"$4 >+%' %' / '+&9$ -%'$ & / -/9*, "!.=,9 & -%.%$ 09&=-,.' $+/$ #/" =, '&-1,)
'%.0-7 =7 9,#&*"%H%"* $+/$ $+,  !"#$%&" %' #&"$%"!&!' &" %$' )&./%" 2/") $+, 0&%"$ a %' %" $+, )&./%"34
I/7 #/9, !- /$$,"$%&" $& 9/$%&"/-  !"#$%&"' <+%#+ /9, #&"$%"!&!' &"-7 &" $+,%9 )&./%"'4 >+, 9&&$' & $+,
),"&.%"/$&9 /9, "&$ %" $+, )&./%"4 >+%' %' <+,9, $+, 1,9$%#/- /'7.0$&$,' &##!94 5&9 ,:/.0-,8 '%"#, $+,
)&./%" & f(x) = 2x
2
+x−5
x−1 %' /-- 9,/- "!.=,9' ,:#,0$ 18 $+,  !"#$%&" %' #&"$%"!&!' ,1,97<+,9, ,-',4
 
J/$%&"/-  !"#$%&"' #/" +/1, +&-,' %" $+,. $+/$ /9, +%))," /$ (9'$ *-/"#, /' %" $+, ",:$ ,:/.0-,4 F"  /#$8








4 M!$ '&., 9/$%&"/-  !"#$%&"' #/" =, +/")-,) N!%$, ,/'%-7 <%$+&!$ /  /"#%,9 $,#+"N%!,4






>+, 9,'$ & $+%' #+/0$,9 ./7 =, &.%$$,) =7 '$!),"$' $/6%"* / OP!91,7 & Q/-#!-!'R #&!9',
  !" #$%&'()*$+ ,-. ,('/('0 1(2(#+
















x− 1 = limx→1
(x− 1)(x+ 1)
x− 1 = x+ 1 = 1 + 1 = 2.

9*&# &'(& 7# 1(- 1(-1#3 (x − 1) +$*. -4.#$(&*$ (-, ,#-*.)-(&*$ !#1(4"# 7# ($# "(:)-5 x &#-," &* ;/ <#
($# -*& "(:)-5 x = 1/ 6'# 5$(=' *+ f(x) = x
2−1
x−1 )" &'# "&$()5'& 3)-# y = x+ 1 7)&' ( '*3# (& 1/
>*7 7*43, 7# &(123# ( 3).)& =$*!3#. )-%*3%)-5 ( $(&)*-(3 +4-1&)*- 7'#$# &'# ,#-*.)-(&*$ )" ( ')5' ,#5$##
=*3:-*.)(3? @*$ #A(.=3#B 1*-"),#$ &'# +4-1&)*- f(x) = x
3−x2+x+5
x7+x4−x3+3x2−4 7'#$# +(1&*$)-5 &'# ,#-*.)-(&*$
&* 8-, &'# C#$*" 7*43, !# ,)D143&B &* "(: &'# 3#("&B (-, =*"")!3: *4&"),# &'# "1*=# *+ ( 0(31434" 1*4$"# )+
&'# E(&)*-(3 E**& 6#"& ,*#" -*& 7*$2/ F%#- )+ &'# E(&)*-(3 E**& 6#"& ,*#" 7*$2 )& 7*43, !# 4-!#($(!3:
&#,)*4" &* "*3%# ( G&' ,#5$## #H4(&)*-/





 !"#$%!&' 0'#12 &* 1*-8$. &'(& 2 )" -*& ( $**& *+ &'# =*3:-*.)(3 )- &'# ,#-*.)-(&*$ x7+x4−x3+3x2−4/
I3455)-5 x = 2 )- )& 5)%#" 27+24−23+3(2)2−4 = 192/ J* 2 )" -*& ( $**& *+ &'# ,#-*.)-(&*$B (-, &'#$#+*$#




3 − x2 + x+ 5
x7 + x4 − x3 + 3x2 − 5 =
23 − 22 + 2 + 5








3 − x2 + x+ 5
x7 + x4 − x3 + 3x2 − 4 .
 !"#$%# &'(&
x
3 − x2 + x+ 5
x7 + x4 − x3 + 3x2 − 4 =
13 − 12 + 1 + 5




J* 1 )" ( $**& *+ &'# =*3:-*.)(3 )- &'# ,#-*.)-(&*$B !4& -*& ( '*3# ")-1# 1 )" -*& ( $**& *+ &'# =*3:-*.)(3
)- &'# -4.#$(&*$/ 6'4"B &'#$# )" ( %#$&)1(3 (":.=&*&# (& 1/ 6'# +4-1&)*- .(: 5* &* ∞ *- !*&' "),#" *+ &'#
=*)-& 1B *$ )& .(: 5* &* −∞B *$ )& .(: 5* &* ∞ *- *-# "),# (-, −∞ *- &'# *&'#$/ <# 1(--*& &#33 7)&' &'#
.#&'*," 7# '(%#/ 6'# !#"& 7# 1(- "(: )" &'# 3).)& )" ∞ *$ −∞ *$ ,*#" -*& #A)"&/
6* "4..($)C#B "4==*"# ( -4.!#$ a )" -*& ( '*3# *+ ( $(&)*-(3 +4-1&)*- O1'#12#, !: %#$)+:)-5 7# ,*-M& 5#&
0
0
PB !4& ( $**& *+ &'# ,#-*.)-(&*$B &'#- 7# 1(- -($$*7 &'# (-"7#$ &* &'$## 1'*)1#"Q
 ! "#$%&'()#* +,- +'&.'&/ 0'1'"* 2 
•  !"#$ %"& #'($&) (* &+# *,%-&("% .//0".-+#! ∞ "% "%# $(!# "* &+# 1#0" .%! −∞ "% &+# "&+#0 $(1#2
• ∞ (* "% #(&+#0 $(!# "* &+# 0""& &+# *,%-&("% .//0".-+#! ∞3
• −∞ (* "% #(&+#0 $(!# "* &+# 0""& &+# *,%-&("% .//0".-+#! −∞3
4+#0# ($ $"5#&+(%6 ,%$.&($*7(%6 .8",& $.7(%6 &+# .%$9#0 ($ "%# "* &+0## /"$$(8(:(&(#$3 4+.& ($ 9+7 9# :""; *"0
5"0# .%! 5"0# $"/+($&(-.&#! 5#&+"!$3 <%-(!#%&:7= &+# 60./+ "* f(x) = x
3−x2+x+5





3 − x2 + x+ 5
x7 + x4 − x3 + 3x2 − 4 !%#






4+# +.0!#$& $(&,.&("% 9",:! "--,0 (* &+# 0.&("%.: *,%-&("% +.! +(6+ !#60## /":7%"5(.:$ (% &+# %,5#0.&"0
.%! !#%"5(%.&"0 .%! &+# %,58#0 a &,0%#! ",& &" 8# . +":#3 4+#% 9# 9",:! +.B# &" !(B(!# &+# %,5#0.&"0
.%! !#%"5(%.&"0 87 (x − a)= -.%-#: ",& &+# -"55"% *.-&"0 (x − a) .%! 0#/#.& .:: "B#0 .6.(%3 >"0&,%.&#:7=
:.&#0 "% 9# 9(:: :#.0% CDE"/(&.:D$ F,:# &+.& -.% $":B# &+# /0"8:#5 (% :#$$ &+.% . 5(%,&#3
4+# $#-"%! &#-+%(G,# 9# $&,!7 ($ .% .:6#80.(- 9.7 "* +.%!:(%6 0.&("%.: *,%-&("%$ 9(&+ 0.!(-.:$ 9(&+",& 60./+H
(%6 &+#53 4+($ &#-+%(G,# ($ -.::#!  F.&("%.:(1(%6 &+# !#%"5(%.&"03) 4" (5/:#5#%& (& 5,:&(/:7 %,5#0.&"0
.%! !#%"5(%.&"0 87 &+# 0.&("%.: -"%I,6.&#3



















x2 + 9 + 3√




2 + 9− 9
x2
√
















 ! "# $%&'()*+%, -./ -)(0)(1 2)3)$,
 !"#$% &!' ()*%+,(#$ !-%,("#!./ $(. /#0-)#12 "&% 13.$"#!. /! "&(" -)3**#.* 4 #. #" 5!%/ .!" $(3/% -,!+)%0/
#. "&% 5%.!0#.("!,6 7&#/ 0%"&!5 '#)) .!" '!,8 1!, ()) ,(5#$() %9-,%//#!./: +3" '&%. #" '!,8/ #" '!,8/ '%))6
7&% "&#,5 "%$&.#;3% #/ ( 0!,% /!-&#/"#$("%5 0%"&!5 "&(" 5%-%.5/ !. ( "&%!,%06 7&% -,!!1 !1 "&#/ "&%!,%0
#/ *#<%. #. =&(-"%, >?6
 !"#$"% &'(' @A(.5'#$& 7&%!,%0B /3--!/% f(x) ≤ h(x) ≤ g(x): 1!, %<%,2 x #. (. !-%. #."%,<() $!."(#.#.*




g(x) = L: "&%. lim
x→a
h(x) = L6





g(x) (.5 /#.$% +!"& (,% L: #" 1!))!'/ "&(" lim
x→a
h(x) #/ ()/! L6 F%.$% "&% .(0% A(.5'#$&
7&%!,%06
 !"#$% &'('  !" #$%&'()!  !"*+",






*#+,-.#/' G3, /",("%*2 #/ "! H.5 "'! 13.$"#!./ "&(" /(.5'#$& x
2 sin 1
x2
6 I% 5! "&#/ #. ( $)%<%, 0(..%,
3/#.* "&% 1($" "&(" sinx )#%/ +%"'%%. −1 (.5 16
−1 ≤ sin 1
x2
≤ 1












−x2 = 0 (.5 lim
x→0
x






7&%/% -,!+)%0/ $(. +% ",#$82 (.5 ,%;3#,% ( )!" !1 -,($"#$%6
 ! "#$%&'()#* +,- +'&.'&/ 0'1'"* 23
 !" #$%&'! '"(!)*+%" *, ,-"(*.(/001 #$& .)2*)3 '!" 0*4*' $# / &/'*$)/0 #%)('*$) /, x '")2, '$∞ $& −∞ 5*'!$%'
3&/-!*)3 *'6 7"&" 5" &"01 $) .)2*)3 '!" !$&*8$)'/0 /,14-'$'" %,*)3 '!" 7$&*8$)'/0 9,14-'$'"  !"$&"4




n−1 + . . . a1x+ a0
bmx
m + bm−1xm−1 + . . . b1x+ b0
*, / &/'*$)/0 #%)('*$) 5*'! an, bm 6= 06







:A; ># n < m? '!") '!" xB/C*, *, '!" !$&*8$)'/0 /,14-'$'" /)2 lim
x→∞
f(x) = 0@ /)2
:D; ># n > m? '!") '!"&" *, )$ !$&*8$)'/0 /,14-'$'"6
E*F" $'!"& '"(!)*+%", '!*, $)" !/, *', 0*4*'/'*$),6 >) '!" '!*&2 (/,"? '!"&" /&" ,0/)' /,14-'$'", /)2 lim
x→∞
f(x)
4/1 G" ∞ $& −∞6  !*, '!"$&"4 *, %,"2 '$ '/(F0" &/'*$)/0 #%)('*$), *) '!" .&,' /)2 ,"($)2 (/,",6 H" 5*00
%," '!*, &",%0' *) '!" )"C' ,"' $# -&$G0"4, /)2 '!") -&$I" *' /#'"& '!/'6




























L$'" '!/'? ,*)(" '!" 2"3&"" $# '!" )%4"&/'$& *, '!" ,/4" /, '!" 2"3&"" $# '!" 2")$4*)/'$&? 5" (/)




















L$'" '!/' ,*)(" '!" 2"3&"" $# '!" )%4"&/'$& *, 0",, '!/) '!" 2"3&"" $# '!" 2")$4*)/'$&? G1 '!"
7$&*8$)'/0 9,14-'$'"  !"$&"4? '!" xB/C*,? *6"6 '!" 0*)" y = 0? *, '!" !$&*8$)'/0 /,14-'$'"6

 ! "# $%&'()*+%, -./ -)(0)(1 2)3)$,
 !" "#$" %& #'$(")*'+ ,!"$" -*.*, /)%0-".$ .#1"$ ,!" 2%)*3%',#- 4$5./,%,"  !"%)". # /%(")&6- ,"7!'*86"
























































2 + 3x+ 1
3x4 − 1






2 + 3x+ 1













































 !"$" #)" #-- ,!" $,"/$ (!")" (" 7#)"&6--5 #//-5 ,!" -*.*, )6-"$ #'9 +", ,!" #'$("): F" #)" "</"7,"9 ,% 1'%(
,!" +)#/! %& y = 1
x




= 0: G%," ,!#, (" 9*9'?, /)%B" ,!*$ &%).#--5:  !" &#7, %& ,!"
.#,,") *$ ,!#, *' # -*.*, /)%0-". #, $%." /%*', (" &#-- 0#71 %' #' *'&%).#- 6'9")$,#'9*'+:
 
;% #)+6#0-5 ,!"
#0%B" .",!%9 *$ '%, 7%./-","-5 )*+%)%6$: H' ,!*$ 7#$" (" .#5 #$ ("-- 6'9")$,#'9 ,!" 2%)*3%',#- 4$5./,%,"
 !"%)". #'9 +", #'$(")$ *'$,#',-5: I%6 (*-- @'9 ,!*$ ,!"%)". ,% 0" # /%(")&6- ,"7!'*86" *' $%-B*'+ /)%0-".$
 
 #1" 49B#'7"9 E#-76-6$ ,% $"" &%).#- /)%%&$ %& "B")5,!*'+
 ! "#$%&'()#* +,- +'&.'&/ 0'1'"* 23
 ! "! #$"% &'()*+,- .#/#012#+#334 5 (!5 120 '52 "++ 12# 31#63 (3 #33#!1("+ 7 0 " 8##6 '!8#031"!8(!5  7 12#
9 0(: !1"+ ;3,%61 1# <2# 0#%- =>3#0/# 12"1 " 60  7  7 12# ?031 1@ 6"013 @ '+8 ># A'31 +(*# 12# 31#63
(! 12# "> /# 1@ 60 >+#%34 #$)#61 12"1 @# 2"/# "0>(10"0, 6 +,! %("+3 (! 12# !'%#0"1 0 "!8 8#! %(!"1 0
(!31#"8  7 36#)(?)  !#3- <2# 7")1 12"1 12#0# (3 ! 2 0(: !1"+ "3,%61 1# (! 12# 12(08 )"3# 0#&'(0#3 " 8(B#0#!1
3 01  7 60  7 @2()2 (3  '13(8# 12# 3) 6#  7 " )"+)'+'3 ) '03#-
 !""# "# $%& '"!()"*$+, -./01$"$& 2%&"!&03




n−1 + . . . a1x+ a0
bnx
n + bn−1xn−1 + . . . b1x+ b0
.
























F(!)# +(%(1  7 " &' 1(#!1 (3 &' 1(#!1  7 " +(%(1 "!8 +(%(1  7 " 3'% (3 3'%  7 +(%(134 @# )"! 1"*# +(%(1
 7 #")2 1#0%- ;3 x 1#!83 1 ∞ "++ 12# 1#0%3 1#!8 1 G #$)#61 12# ?031 1#0% (! 12# !'%#0"1 0 "!8
12# ?031 1#0% (! 12# 8#! %(!"1 0 @2#0# 12# x
n















n−1 + . . . a1x+ a0
bmx
m + bm−1xm−1 + . . . b1x+ b0
.
























F(!)# +(%(1  7 " &' 1(#!1 (3 &' 1(#!1  7 " +(%(1 "!8 +(%(1  7 " 3'% (3 3'%  7 +(%(134 @# )"! 1"*# +(%(1
 7 #")2 1#0%- ;3 x 1#!83 1 ∞ "++ 12# 1#0%3 1#!8 1 G #$)#61 12# ?031 1#0% (! 12# 8#! %(!"1 0
@2#0# 12# x
m








CIE <2# )"3# @2#! n > m (3  '13(8# 12# 3) 6#  7 " )"+)'+'3 ) '03#-

<2#0# (3 "! 12#0 0#"3 ! @2, @# 32 '+8 *! @ 2 @ 1 8 "++ 12# 31#63 #/#! 12 '52 @2#! 3 +/(!5 " 60 >+#%
@# %", '3# 12# 9 0(: !1"+ ;3,%61 1# <2# 0#%- <2# 7 '012 1#)2!(&'# +#"83 1  '0 ?712 1#)2!(&'#4 @2#0#
@# )"! '3# 12# 3"%# (8#"3 1 3 +/# % 0# ) %6+()"1#8 7'!)1( !3-






 ! "# $%&'()*+%, -./ -)(0)(1 2)3)$,
 !"#$%!&'(
 !" #$%& %& '() * +*)%('*, -.'/)%('0 1.) 23 /*' .&3 )$3 4+35%(.& )3/$'%6.3 (- 7%5%7%'8 19 )$3 $%8$3&)
4(23+ (- x: ;%'/3 x
2




































#$%& 1+%'8& .& )( )$3 3'7 (- <$*4)3+ =: >(. &$(.,7 )$%'? (- )$3 )3/$'%6.3& -(+ &(,5%'8 ,%@%)& *& * &3) (-
)((,& *'7 ,%?3 *'9 &3) (- )((,&0 )$3 &*@3 )3/$'%6.3 7(3&'A) 2(+? -(+ *,, )$3 ,%@%) 4+(1,3@&: B%)$ 4+*/)%/3 %)
13/(@3& 3*&%3+ )( +3/(8'%C3 2$%/$ ('3& 2(+? -(+ 2$%/$ 4+(1,3@&:
)*+,$%,- )*!."-/'
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$%! &'( )*( +, -./0* 1*("2(3 )" 4 - )*( 5"66"./ 7 6/3/)'8 +*". 9":2 ."2; / -(),/68
,! <5 4x− 9 ≤ f(x) ≤ x2 − 4x+ 7 5"2 x ≥ 0= 4 - limx→4 f(x)8
>! <5 2x ≤ g(x) ≤ x4 − x2 + 2 5"2 ,66 x= 4 - limx→1 g(x)8
0! limx→0
√


























































 ! "#$% &' $ ()*&+$%&+),
 !"#$% #$&'!#$&()($%  *&&+"(!, -(.'!.# /*% 0!(1%(2 34565 7 48459 $%, :"(&(;' #$&'!#$&()($% <(" =;$$)
>!?&*% 3456@ 7 48@59 A!& &'! )"!,(& ?$; ,(;)*/!"(%A B$.)C.C;D E*!& F.!G$%,!" E*H! 1!$C&(+C..I )$H&C"!; &'!
A"!$&%!;; *+ &'(; ,(;)*/!"I $; +*..*?;J
>$&C"! $%, %$&C"!K; .$?; .$I '(, (% %(A'&J
 *, ;$(,L M0!& >!?&*% 1!NO $%, $.. ?$; .(A'&D
>!?&*% $%, 0!(1%(2 ,(;)*/!"!, B$.)C.C; (%,!H!%,!%&.I $%, &'! !%;C(%A PA'& +*" )"!,(& #$Q!; +*" (%&!"!;&(%A
"!$,(%A 3;!! R(AC"! 6D49D
 
 !"#$% &'('  !" #$%!"&' (# )$*+,*,'
<CHH*;! ?! '$/! &* ,"(/! +"*# :"**Q.I%L >S &* E"(%)!&*%L >TD  **A.! ;'*?; &'$& &'! ,(;&$%)! (; U6 #(.!;D
=+ (& &$Q!; C; 4DU '*C"; &* #$Q! &'! &"(HL &'!% C;(%A &'! ?!..7Q%*?% +*"#C.$
distance = speed× time









=#$A!; &$Q!% +"*# -(Q(H!,($D W'(; H*"&"$(& *+ $ 65 I!$" *., >!?&*% ?$; H$(%&!, (% 45XY 1I +$#*C;
H*&"$(& $"&(;&  *,+"!I Z%!..!"D 0!(1%(2K; H*"&"$(& $HH!$"; (% &'! EC1.() 0(1"$"I *+ [$%%*/!"D
 !
 ! "#$% &' $ ()*&+$%&+), -.
 !"# $%&# '"() *" *"+" ,+&-&). "/(0$12 34 '&1"# 5"+ %!6+ $%" ")$&+" *(27 8 .1()0" ($ $%" !,!'"$"+ #%!*#
$%($ $%" )"",1" &# 0!)#$()$12 '!-&).9 :! $%" ;(-"+(." #5"",< '(2 =" 34 '&1"# 5"+ %!6+ !-"+ $%" ")$&+" $+&5>
=6$ ;&)#$()$()"!6# #5"",< &# 0%().&). 0!)#$()$129 8), *%($ "/(0$12 &# () &)#$()$7 ?# &$ @ #"0!),> A9@ #"0!),>
!+ #'(11"+7 8) &)#$()$ &# ( 5!&)$ !) $%" )6'="+ 1&)" B () &)C)&$"##&'&12 #'(11 @B,&'")#&!)(1 ")$&$29 D%"+"
&# () &)%"+")$ ,&E061$2 0(5$6+&). $%" 0!)0"5$ !F '!$&!) ($ () &)#$()$9 8+.6(=12 ($ () &)#$()$ $%"+" &# )!
'!$&!) ="0(6#" &F *" $(G" ( 5%!$! !F ( '!-&). 0(+ *" *&11 ."$ ( 5&0$6+" !F ( '!$&!)1"## 0(+9 H")! !F I1"(
J09 KLA MN B K3A MNO *(# .+(551&). *&$% $%"#" 0!)0"5$# &) $%" 3+, 0")$6+2 MN9 P" *(# ( '"'="+ !F $%"
I1"($&0 :0%!!1 F!6),", =2 $%" 5%&1!#!5%"+ Q(+'")&,"# F('!6# F!+ %&# 5!"' !) $%" &'5"+'"()0" !F 0%()."9
H")! *+!$" ( #"$ !F $%+"" 5(+(,!/"# $%($ (55"(+ &) 8+&#$!$1"R#  !"#$%#9 S" *&11 ,&06## $%" C+#$ $*! 1($"+T
$%" $%&+, &# +"1"-()$ ($ $%&# U6)0$&!)9
?F "-"+2$%&). *%") &$ !0065&"# () "V6(1 #5(0" &# ($ +"#$> (), &F $%($ *%&0% &# &) 1!0!'!$&!)
&# (1*(2# !00652&). #60% ( #5(0" ($ ()2 '!'")$> $%" W2&). (++!* &# $%"+"F!+" '!$&!)1"##9
H")!R# *(# $+2&). $! '(G" (+.6'")$# &) #655!+$ !F Q(+'")&,"#R# ,!0$+&)" $%($ !6+ #")#"# 0())!$ =" $+6#$",T
0%()."> (), '!$&!) &) 5(+$&061(+> &# U6#$ () &116#&!)9 H")! *(# (+.6&). $%($ () !=U"0$ ;!0065&"#< ( #'(11
#5(0" ($ () &)#$()$> (), &# $%"+"F!+" '!$&!)1"## ($ () &)#$()$9 8+&#$!$1" $!$(112 +"U"0$# H")!R# +"(#!)&).9
H")!R# +"(#!)&).> %!*"-"+> &# F(11(0&!6#> *%") %" #(2# $%($ &F "-"+2$%&). *%") &$ !0065&"#
() "V6(1 #5(0" &# ($ +"#$> (), &F $%($ *%&0% &# &) 1!0!'!$&!) &# (1*(2# !00652&). #60% (
#5(0" ($ ()2 '!'")$> $%" W2&). (++!* &# $%"+"F!+" '!$&!)1"##9 D%&# &# F(1#"> F!+ $&'" &#
)!$ 0!'5!#", !F &),&-&#&=1" '!'")$# ()2 '!+" $%() ()2 !$%"+ '(.)&$6," &# 0!'5!#",
!F &),&-&#&=1"#9
P!*"-"+> H")! %(# $%" 1(#$ 1(6.% (), &F 8+&#$!$1" %(, )!$ #! +"#!16$"12 +"U"0$", %&# ($$"'5$# $! 6),"+#$(),
'!$&!)> 5"+%(5# N(10616# '&.%$ %(-" ="") &)-")$", "(+1&"+9
D%"+" &# #!'" 5(+(,!/ &) $+2&). $! V6()$&F2 '!$&!) ($ () &)#$()$ ="0(6#" *%") $%" F!06# &# !) ( #&).1"
'!'")$ $%" '!$&!) #$!5#9 :&+ ?##(0 X"*$!)R# J(), &),"5"),")$12 Y!$$F+&", S&1%"1' Z"&=)&[R#O =+&11&()$
(55+!(0% $! '!$&!) *(# $! #$!5 1!!G&). F!+ ( *(2 $! ,"C)" '!$&!) ($ () &)#$()$> =6$ &)#$"(, $! 1!!G ($
#'(11"+ (), #'(11"+ &)$"+-(1# 0!)$(&)&). $%($ &)#$()$9 N!)#&,"+   $%($ .&-"# $%" ,&#$()0" !F ( 0(+ ($ "-"+2
'&)6$" F!+ @A '&)6$"#9 D%" C.6+" !) $%" +&.%$ !F $%" $(=1" &# ( 51!$ !F $&'" !) $%" xB(/&# (), ,&#$()0" !)
$%" yB(/&#9 P"+" $%" F6)0$&!) f &# $%" ,&#$()0"9
?)#$"(, !F $+2&). $! ,"C)" #5"", ($ () &)#$()$ &) $&'"> 0!)#&,"+ ( #'(11 &)$"+-(1 (a, b) (+!6), () &)#$()$ t
(), ,"C)" (-"+(." #5"", (# F!11!*#\








b−a &# $%" #1!5" !F $%" 1&)" J0(11", !"#$%& '(%"O $%($ 5(##"# $%+!6.% $%" 5!&)$# (a, f(a))
(), (b, f(b))9 ?F *" 1"$
b− a = h,
$%")
b = a+ h.
S" 0() *+&$" J@O (#




 ! "# $%&' () & *+,(-&'(-+.
 ! "#$ %&"$'()* !#'%&+!, %& -"#$' .-'/! )! h "$&/! "- 0, "#$ 0-%&" a+ h 1$'2$! .%"# "#$ 0-%&" a )&/ .$ 3)&
.'%"$ 456 )!




9#%! %! "#$  !"#$%&#$! %& a: 9#$ !$3)&" *%&$ ;$3-1$! "#$ &%'(!'& )#'! %& a:
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@$" f ;$ ) >8&3"%-& /$=&$/ -& )& -0$& %&"$'()* 3-&")%&%&2 t: 9#$  !"#$%&#$! ,- f %& t, /$&-"$/ )! f
′(t),







7> "#$ *%1%" $G%!"! )" $($'? 0-%&" t %& "#$ /-1)%& -> f , "#$& f %! 3)**$/ )  #0!"!'&#%1)! -2'/&#,': 7& "#%!











 ! "#$% &' $ ()*&+$%&+), --
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345 f(x) = x2




385 f(x) = 1
x
#$%&'($)*!


















































3x2 + 3h+ h2
= 3x2
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3)</52*/5) 2* )2.+ &'/-*9 :+) *+/<3 .'7%6- (*<'-=7B (%==)(*( *+2* f
′(2) /( /- *+) 5/./-/*B ', CD9 A) .2--'*
(2B ,'< (%<) /* /( CD? @%* 1) +23 *' 620) 2- )3%.2*)3 =%)(( 1) 1'%73 (2B *+) 3)</52*/5) 2* D /( <'%=+7B CD9
:+) 2@'5) ,%-.*/'- /( /- ,2.* f(x) = x3 2-3 1) .27.%72*)3 /*( 3)</52*/5) &<)./()7B )2<7/)< 2( f ′(x) = 3x29
E@()<5) *+2* f
′(2) = 3(22) = 129
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#D/%# ',# %,/&A# +E 1 !,+3#!')$ 1+9 3/'#1 ',# F3/( 6G )#/&! +E ?#*'+3>! ( E#B
H(9+!' /3) -/-#& +3 /3) !"0I#%' E&+9 ',+!# )#/&!  ! /-' '+ 0#  3'#&&"-'#1
0) / E"& +"! -/&/A&/-, /A/ 3!' ',# J#&9/3 -, (+!+-,#& /! ,# ,+3#1 ',#  3<
!'&"9#3'! +E , ! E"&) #8#& 9+&# K##3() LM %,/&1 NB O#!'E/(($  3 .+'/'#$&(01"(
2*",(++"'(B
H(( ', ! */! 0/1 #3+"A,$ 0"' ',# 1 !/!'&+"! #D#%' +E ',# %+3'&+8#&!) +3 P& ' !, !% #3%#
/31 9/',#9/' %! */! 9"%, 9+&# !#& +"!B Q' 0#%/9# / 9/''#& +E -/'& +' % (+)/(') E+& ',#
P& ' !, '+ "!# ?#*'+3>! A#+9#'& %/( 9#',+1! /31 %("9!) %/(%"("! 3+'/' +3!$ /31 '+ (++K
1+*3 ',# & 3+!#! /' ',# "-!'/&' *+&K 0# 3A 1+3# +3 ',# R+3' 3#3'B S+*#8#&$ ;# 03 =>!
/3/()' %/( 9#',+1! -&+8#1 '+ 0# E/& 9+&# E&" 'E"( /31 #D#%' 8#$ /31  ' */! , ! E+((+*<
#&! *,+ *#&# ',# 9+8 3A !- & '!  3 ',# & %,#!' -#& +1 +E 1#8#(+-9#3'  3 9/',#9/' %/(
, !'+&)B O,/' ,/! 0##3 %/((#1 T',# J&#/' N"(KU %+3' 3"#1@ E+& ',# P& ' !,$ ',# *+&K +E
',# P#&3+"(( !$ :"(#&$ ;/A&/3A#$ ;/-(/%#$ J/"!!$ /31 M #9/33 &#9/ 3#1 / %(+!#1 0++K@
/31 P& ' !, 9/',#9/' % /3! !/3K  3'+ / %+9/ +E  9-+'#3%# /31  &&#(#8/3%) ',/' (/!'#1
',&+"A, 9+!' +E ',# # A,'##3', /31 3 3#'##', %#3'"& #!B
 !"#$"% &'(' ) !" *#$%+,-./
L4V ;#' f(x) = c *,#&# c  ! / &#/( 3"90#&$ ',#3 f ′(x) = 0
L6V ;#' f(x) = ax+ b *,#&# a /31 b /&# &#/( 3"90#&$ ',#3 f ′(x) = a
LWV )0#1"$ 2+,"/ ;#' f(x) = xn *,#&# n  ! / &#/( 3"90#&$ ',#3 f ′(x) = nxn−1
LXV ;#' f(x) = ex$ ',#3 f ′(x) = ex
LGV ;#' f(x) = lnx$ ',#3 f ′(x) = 1
x
LYV ;#' f(x) = bx$ *,#&# b  ! / &#/( 3"90#&$ ',#3 f ′(x) = bx ln b
L5V ;#' f(x) = log
b
x *,#&# b  ! / &#/( 3"90#&$ ',#3 f
′(x) = 1
x ln b
 !"#$"% &'3'  !" 2+,".
L4V )4+% 2+,"/ QE k(x) = f(x) + g(x)$ ',#3 k′(x) = f ′(x) + g′(x)
L6V )0$#5+67 2+,"/ QE k(x) = f(x)g(x)$ ',#3 k′(x) = f(x)g′(x) + g(x)f ′(x)







LXV );!-9: 2+,"/ QE k(x) = (f ◦ g)(x)$ ',#3 k′(x) = f ′(g(x))g′(x)




H !'"1#3' '/K 3A TN"&8#) +E R/(%"("!U 9/) +9 ' /(( -&++E! /31 A+ !'&/ A,' '+ :Z/9-(#! GB4 /31 GB6B
 ! "#$%&'(%&# $)*#+ '," -.$/)*'+ 0 
 !""#$ "# %"!&'()$ *+, *-, )./  )!0 "# *1,






















 2" #$% f(x) = xn& 3$ 4/55 +6$78 %(/9 :600; /)%0 %(6$$ :76%9< 9=::09$ n /9 7 )7%=675 )=>+$6? 9=::09$
n /9 7 )$@7%/A$ )7%=675 )=>+$6? 7)- 9=::09$ n /9 7 6$75 )=>+$6&
'($ :600; ;06 $7B( 9=+C:76% /9 -/D$6$)%& 3$ 4/55 :60A$ %($ .69% :76% 7)- 97A$ %($ 0%($6 %40 ;06
57%$6& E+9$6A$ %(7% /; n = 0* %($) 4$ @$% f(x) = x0 = 1* 90 f ′(x) = 0& '($ ;06>=57 9%/55 (05-9
9/)B$ nx
n−1 = 0x0−1 = 0&
 !""# "# %"!&'() *1),< F=::09$ f(x) = xn* 4($6$ n /9 7 )7%=675 )=>+$6& 3$ 4/55 =9$ %($
G/)0>/75 '($06$>& #$% n +$ 7 )7%=675 )=>+$6 7)- a, b +$ 6$75 )=>+$69&









































































































































 !""# "# 2'(3$ *+, *-, )./ *1,
 ! "# $%&'()*'(% &+,%- ).$ /0&1+,)-


















= f ′(x) + g′(x)




































= f(x)g′(x) + g(x)f ′(x)






































)$ *+, -./0$ + /.% .1 23.4/$5- 4+-$6 ., %7$-$ %73$$ 1.358/+- +,6 %73$$ 38/$-& 97$3$ :- .,$ 5.3$ 2:$*$ .1
,.%+%:., %. :,%3.68*$ +,6 %7+% :- %7$
dy
dx
,.%+%:.,& 97$ $;23$--:., dy 3$23$-$,%- + -5+// *7+,<$ :, y +,6 dx
3$23$-$,%- + -5+// *7+,<$ :, x& =8% %.<$%7$3
dy
dx
3$23$-$,%- -/.2$> +,6 +- ?$ @,.?> ?7$, %7$ :,%$30+/ +3.8,6
+ 2.:,% -73:,@-> %7$ -$*+,% /:,$ 4$*.5$- %7$ %+,<$,% /:,$ +% %7$ 2.:,%& A. %7$ -/.2$ .1 %7$ -$*+,% /:,$ %$,6-
%.?+36 %7$ -/.2$ .1 %7$ %+,<$,% /:,$& 97:- ,.%+%:., :- 58*7 4$%%$3 %7+, %7$ f
′(x) ,.%+%:., ?7$, 8-:,< %7$
38/$- +,6 :- + <..6 $;+52/$ .1 7.? %7$ 3:<7% @:,6 .1 ,.%+%:., 5+@$- %7:,<- $+-:$3&
 ! "#$%&'(%&# $)*#+ '," -.$/)*'+ 01
 !"#$%&  !"'  !"# $%& #&'!()$!(&* +,' $%& +,--,.!"/ +0"1$!,"*2

























































= 8x7 + 12(5x4) + 10(3x2)− 6 + 0 .$/+&%0* 2 0)3 "
= 8x7 + 60x4 + 30x2 − 6
;,$&2 <%& =0> ?0-& )"#  ,'>0-)* 4@ 6@ )"# 7 )'& 0*&# !" $%!* A',B-&>C <%!*@ B&!"/ $%& D'*$






























(x3 − 5x) d
dx
(x2 + 2)− (x2 + 2) d
dx
(x3 − 5x)
(x3 − 5)2 4&$'(-)' ,&%-
=
(x3 − 5x)(2x)− (x2 + 2)(3x2 − 5)
(x3 − 5)2
 
<%&'& !* )" )'$ $, .%!1% *$&A* >0*$ B& .'!$$&" )"# .%!1% >)H B& ,>!$$&#C I(&'H,"& )/'&&* $%)$
*J!AA!"/ $,, >)"H *$&A* -&)#* $, >!*$)J&*@ B0$ .'!$!"/ $,, >01% )-*, >)J&* $%!"/* #!K10-$ )"# B,'!"/C
<%&'& !* ", '&)*," $, *%,. !>A-&>&"$)$!," ,+ $%& '0-&* *&A)')$&-H *$&A BH *$&AC ;,' !* $%&'& )"H 1,>A&--!"/
'&)*," $, *!>A-!+H )"*.&'* )* >01% )* A,**!B-&C
 ! "# $%&'()*'(% &+,%- ).$ /0&1+,)-
 !" y = (x2 + 2x− 5)10
dy
dx
= 10(x2 + 2x− 5)9 d
dx
(x2 + 2x− 5)  !"#$%& ' &() *+&,( -$%.
= 10(x2 + 2x− 5)9(2x+ 2)




















































2 )  !"#$%& 2 &() *+&,( -$%.
=
√













%&'( '() *+,'&)-' .+/) 0) 12- )23&/4 56,7) '() 3)1,-8 526' ,9 :,6;+/2  <"= 0()- n &3 2 -)>2'&7) -2'+62/
-+;?)6@
/"!!3 !3  !"#$%& 4256 A+55,3) f(x) = x−n= 0()6) n &3 2 -2'+62/ -+;?)6@ B() f(x) = 1
xn
@ A, 0) 12-



















 ! "#$%&'(%&# $)*#+ '," -.$/)*'+ 01
 !"#$%&%' "( ")! *($+#,-./ ")! 0$((* ")-" ")! 1!$&2-"&2! (* e
x
&. &".!,* &. +($! 3(+0,&3-"!1 ")-% (%! 4(#,1
!50!3"6 7! '&2! -% &%*($+-, 0$((* )!$! -%1 0(."0(%! ")! *($+-, 0$((* #%"&, 8)-0"!$ 9:6
 
 !"#$%&' ($##" #" )*'+ ,-.
















































4-. 1&.3(2!$!1 >B C-3(> D!$%(#,,& &% 9EFG6 <)&. &. H#&"! -% -+-I&%'
*-3" &%1!!1J ?$!%3) 3)!+&3-, !%'&%!!$ -%1 4$&"!$ ?$-%3(&. ,! ;&(%%-&. K9LM9 N 9LFOP
!
1!.3$&>!. )(4 -4!N
&%.0&$&%' &" &. -. *(,,(4.Q
 !" !#$ %"& '((% #)#*(+ &" ,(#-% &!#& &!( ./%0&1"% y = ex2 ,13( # 4!"(%15 -1$1%6
.-") 1&$ "7% #$!($2 1$ 1&$ "7% +(-18#&18(9
 
<)!$! &. 3(%.&1!$->,! 2-,#! &% &%*($+-, 0$((*. -. &" '&2!. ")! 0$((* &1!-6 R%(4&%' ")! 1&S!$!%3! >!"4!!%
- 0$((* &1!- -%1 - *($+-, 0$((* &. -% &+0($"-%" .T&,, ")-" 3(+!. (%,B -*"!$ .!!&%' +-%B 0$((*.6 U%*($+-,
0$((*. -$! V%! -. ,(%' -. (%! &. -4-$! ")-" ")!B -$! &%3(+0,!"! -%1 4!-T &% "!$+. (* +-")!+-"&3-, $&'($6
!
?$-%3(&. ,! ;&(%%-&. 4-. - *(#%1!$ (* ")! =#,&0( ."B,! (* 4$&"&%'6 W '$(#0 (* ?$!%3) 4$&"!$. -%1
+-")!+-"&3&-%. '(" "('!")!$ -%1 1!2&.!1 4-B. (* 4$&"&%' 4&") 3(%."$-&%"./ (*"!% +-")!+-"&3-, 3(%."$-&%"./
")-" 4!$! +!-%" "( "$&''!$ 3$!-"&2&"B6 ?($ !5-+0,!/ 4$&"&%' -% !..-B 4&")(#" - .0!3&V3 ,!""!$ (* ")! -,0)->!"6
X&. H#("! -00!-$. &%  !"#$ %&!!"'$( )* +#$,"-#$./#0 1,)&2,$/ 2(,6 9/ Y(2!$ Z#>,&3-"&(%.6
 !  " #$%&'()&'$ %*+$, (-# ./%0*+(,
 !!" #$ $%& '(#)%* y = 2x #+, y = 3x -+ .-'/(& 0121 3(#4 $%& $#+'&+$ 5-+& $! 6!$% 7/(8&* #$
(0, 1) #+, 9!/ 4-55 :+, $%& *5!)&* $! 6& (!/'%59 ;1<=2 #+, >1;=?1 @%-* A&#+* B!( *!A& 8#5/&
!B bC $%& 7/(8& y = bx A/*$ %#8& *5!)& !B $%& $#+'&+$ 5-+& #$ (0, 1) &D#7$59 &E/#5 $! 11 @%&
8#5/& !B b %#))&+* $! 6& 2.71828 . . . 1  #$&(C -+ >F2F  &!+#(, G/5&( )(!8&, $%#$ $%-* +/A6&(
-* -((#$-!+#5 #+, 4& 7#55 -$ e -+ %-* %!+!(1
 !"#$% &'(' y = 2x #+, y = 3x
 !""#$ "# %"!&'()$ *+,- *.,- */,
H0I  &$ f(x) = ln xC $%&+ f ′(x) = 1
x
 !""#0 J-+7& 5!' #+, &D)!+&+$-#5 B/+7$-!+* #(& -+8&(*&* !B &#7% !$%&(C
elnx = x























HFI  &$ f(x) = bxC 4%&(& b -* # (&#5 +/A6&(C $%&+ f ′(x) = (bx) ln b
 !""#0
bx = eln b
x
K*-+' 5!' )(!)&($-&*
bx = ex ln b
 ! "#$%&'(%&# $)*#+ '," -.$/)*'+  0











= ex ln b(lnb)
= bx(lnb)
385 9'* f(x) = log
b
x :.'(' b #+ ! ('!2 $/1-'(; *.'$ f ′(x) = 1
x ln b
 !""#$
blogb x = x







<+#$% 0,(1/2! 3=5 !$& *.' 6.!#$ 7/2'




















>'?*; :' %#)' ! +.,(* !2*'($!*' @(,,A ,A *.' &'(#)!*#)' A,(1/2! A,( 2,% /+#$% *.'










 .!* :!+ #*D E+ @(,1#+'& #* :!+ ! +.,(* @(,,AD
 !  " #$%&'()&'$ %*+$, (-# ./%0*+(,
 !"#$%&  !"'  !"# $%& #&'!()$!(&* +, $%& ,+--+.!"/ ,0"1$!+"*2
345 y = xex
365 y = x2ex
375 y = x2bx
385 y = (x2 + 2x+ 1) ln x
395 y = logb x
x2+1
#$%&'($)*!










= xex + ex = ex(x+ 1)










= x2ex + ex(2x) = xex(x+ 2)










= xbx ln b+ bx(2x) = xbx(ln b+ 2)
385 y = (x2 + 2x+ 1) ln x
dy
dx
= (x2 + 2x+ 1)
d
dx
ln x+ (ln x)
d
dx
(x2 + 2x+ 1)
= (x2 + 2x+ 1)
1
x
+ (ln x)(2x+ 2)
 ! "#$%&'(%&# $)*#+ '," -.$/)*'+  0






















#$% &%'()* *%+,-./,-% (0 . 01)'/,() ,& /$% *%+,-./,-% (0 /$% *%+,-./,-%2 #$% /$,+* *%+,-./,-%





*%+,-./,-%& .+% '.66%*  !" #$ %$&#$ &#$!'()!'#*2
 !"#$%& +,+' 7,)* /$% &%'()* *%+,-./,-% (0 /$% 0(66(8,)9 01)'/,()&:
 ;" y = x3 + 5x2 − 2x− 1
 <" y = xex
-%./)!%0*,
 ;" y = x3 + 5x2 − 2x− 1
dy
dx




 <" y = xex
dy
dx










= exx+ (x+ 1)ex
= exx+ xex + ex
= 2xex + ex
= ex(2x+ 1)
 !  " #$%&'()&'$ %*+$, (-# ./%0*+(,
 !"#$% &%'$% '$%!()*!($+ ),,$)% !- *#$ *#$ -$.+ &- &//)++!&-0 1+ 2&%3$% 4%$+!'$-* &2 *#$
13$%!/)- 5)*#$3)*!/)6 7&/!$*8  9"& :&++! -&*$' !- ) /&693- !- *#$ 157  !"#$%& ;&60 <=
>&0 ?@A
 ! "#$ %&'' (% )*+, -.$/01$!" 203(! &!!(4!5$1 "#&" "#$ .&"$ (% 0!5.$&/$ (% 0!6&7
"0(! 8&/ 1$5.$&/0!9: ;#0/ 8&/ "#$ <./" "0=$ & /0""0!9 >.$/01$!" 4/$1 "#$ "#0.1
1$.0?&"0?$ "( &1?&!5$ #0/ 5&/$ %(. .$$'$5"0(!:::@&/ -.$/01$!" 203(! "$''0!9 4/ "#&"
"#$ $5(!(=A 8&/ 9$""0!9 B$""$.C D01 #0/ '0/"$!$./ 4!1$./"&!1 "#&" 0! %&5" "#$
0!6&"0(! .&"$ 8&/ /"0'' 0!5.$&/0!9 &!1 "#4/ "#$ $5(!(=A /"0'' 8(./$!0!9C
 !"#$%#&  !'()&*+
B?C D!E$%$-*!)*$ 9+!-" *#$ +93F '!E$%$-/$F ,%&'9/* )-' G9&*!$-* %96$+0
)C y = x4 + 3x2 − 2
HC y = (1 + 4x)(x2 + x)









$C y = x
3
1−x2




BIC D!E$%$-*!)*$0 J- )''!*!&- *& *#$ )H&($ %96$+F *#$ K#)!- :96$ !+ -$$'$' 2&% *#$+$
,%&H6$3+0
)C y = (x4 + 3x2 − 2)2
HC y = (4x− x2)100
/C y = 4
√
x3 + 2x+ 1
'C y = (x4 + 1)
2
3
$C y = 1
(x4+1)3













 ! "#$%&'(%&# $)*#+ '," -.$/)*'+   
 ! y = e2x
"! y = e1−x
#! y = ex
2
−2x
$! y = e−x
2




&! y = xex
'! y = e
x
x+1
(! y = (ex + e−x)3





*! y = x2ex
+! y = x2ex − 2xex + 2ex
,! y = 32x
-! y = 21−x
.! y = 5x
2
−2x
/! y = 2−x
2




1! y = x3x




 ! y = ln 2x
"! y = log
10
2x
#! y = log
10
x3
$! y = ln(x2 + 5x)
%! y = log
3
(x2 + 5x)
&! y = lnx
ln 2x+1
'! y = lnx
x2
(! y = 1+lnx
1−lnx
)! y = 1
lnx
39! :).$ 7(% %1; 7)/. /& 7(% 7 .'%.7 ,).% 7/ 7(% #;2<%  7 7(% ).$)# 7%$ 0/).78
 ! y = x2  7 (3, 9)
"! y = 1
x
 7 (1, 1)
#! y = x
5
2
 7 (3, 3
5
2 )
 !  " #$%&'()&'$ %*+$, (-# ./%0*+(,
 !" #$% %&'()*+, +- .+)*+, +- ( /(0)*12% *3 4*5%, 67 y = 40t− 16t2 8$%0% y *3 *, .%)%03
(,9 t *3 *, 3%1+,93: ;%2+1*)7 *3 )$% 0()% +- 1$(,4% +- 9*3)(,1%  *) *3 3/%%9 8*)$ (
9*0%1)*+,": <11%2%0()*+, *3 )$% 0()% +- 1$(,4% +- 5%2+1*)7:
(" =*,9 )$% 5%2+1*)7 (3 ( -',1)*+, +- t:
6" =*,9 )$% 5%2+1*)7 8$%, t = 2:
1" =*,9 )$% (11%2%0()*+, (3 ( -',1)*+, +- t:
9" =*,9 )$% (11%2%0()*+, 8$%, t = 2:
 >" ?'//+3% ( 0+1@ *3 )$0+8, 3)0(*4$) '/ *, )$% (*0 8*)$ (, *,*)*(2 5%2+1*)7 +- AB -%%) /%0
3%1+,9: C)3 $%*4$) (-)%0 t 3%1+,93 *3 4*5%, 67 y = 40t− 16t2:
(" =*,9 )$% 5%2+1*)7 8$%, t = 2:
6" <) 8$() )*.% 8*22 )$% 0+1@ $*) )$% 3'0-(1%D
1" E*)$ 8$() 5%2+1*)7 8*22 )$% 0+1@ $*) )$% 3'0-(1%D
 ! "#$% &%$'()*'(% +#$,-.)/
 !"# $!%&'() "# (##(*'"%++, % $-*'"*.%'"-* -/ '!( &)(0"-.# $!%&'() 1"'! 2-)( /-)2.+%#3 4(
1"++ #'.5, '!( 5()"0%'"0(# -/ '!( #"6 ')"7-*-2(')"$ /.*$'"-*# %*5 '!( #"6 "*0()#( ')"7-*-2(')"$
/.*$'"-*# %55"*7 '1(+0( 2-)( /-)2.+%# '- '!( &)(0"-.# +"#' -/ #"6 /-)2.+%# %*5 /-.) ).+(#3
 
8)"'"#! %.'!-) 4"++"%2 9-2()#(' :%.7!%2 #%"5
 !()( %)( '!)(( ).+(# /-) 1)"'"*7 % *-0(+3
;*/-)'.*%'(+,< *- -*( =*-1# 1!%' '!(, %)(3
>-)'.*%'(+,< 1( !%0( 2%*, 1-*5()/.+ ).+(# /-) ?*5"*7 5()"0%'"0(# '!%' 2%=( '!"*7# @."'(
(%#,3 4( 5-*A' %+1%,# 7(' #- +.$=,< *-' "* 2%'!< *-' "* %*,'!"*7 (+#(3 9- 1!(* '!()( %)(
).+(# '!%' 1-)= 1!, *-' #'.5, '!(2 /-) '!(") -1* #%=( %*5 ?*5 &+(%#.)( "* '!( #,22('),
%*5 B(%.', -/ '!( ).+(#C >)-2 *-1 -* 1( 1"++ .#( '!(
dy
dx
*-'%'"-* 2-#' -/ '!( '"2(3
























csc x = − csc x cot x
4( 1"++ 7"0( %* "*/-)2%+ &)--/ /-) DEF #"*$( "' "*0-+0(# '1- +"2"'# '!%' $%**-' B( /-.*5 B,
'!( '($!*"@.(# "* L!%&'() H %*5 /-)2%+ &)--/# /-) '!( )(#'3  !( /-)2%+ &)--/ -/ DEF %&&(%)#
"* L!%&'() EG3  !( &)--/# -/ >-)2.+%# DGF '- DKF .#( '!( /-++-1"*7 ')"7*-2('"$ "5(*'"'"(#M
 
 !"#$%&" "'()&* ' +,#-!% )& .#-/%0 ,1 2'3+#3#! ,- 4#!)&%!! 2'3+#3#! !5,#3$ 1,+#! ,& "5% "6%3/% 1,-7#3'!
'&$ "5% "6, %8'793%! :'!%$ ,& "5%7; ,7)"")&* '33 9-,,1!<
!"
 ! "# $%&' ('&)*+,)*' -%&$./+0
• sin (π
2
− x) = cos x
• tan x = sinx
cosx




• sec x = 1
cosx
• csc x = 1
sinx
 
• sin2 x+ cos2 x = 1
• sec2 x− tan2 x = 1
• csc2 x− cot2 x = 1
!"# $%&'(% )''*+,- .# #/% 0(''&1 )%# "1 "1% #/%1% &'(2").1 +, %3.20)%1 
 !"#$%&  !"' 4+,5 #/% 5%(+6.#+6%1 '& #/% &'))'7+,- &",8#+',19
:;< y = x2 sin x
:=< y = ecosx
:>< y = esec 3x
:?< y = secx
1+tanx
#$%&'($)*!










= (x2)(cos x) + (sin x)(2x)











= esec 3x(sec 3x tan 3x)(3)
 ! "#$% &%$'()*'(% +#$",-). /0







= ecosx(− sin x)





(1 + tan x) d
dx
sec x− (sec x) d
dx
(1 + tan x)
(1 + tan x)2
=
(1 + tan x) secx tan x− (sec x) sec2 x
(1 + tan x)2
=
(1 + tan x) secx tan x− sec3 x
(1 + tan x)2

$%&' &()& *& +), -' .%//*-0' &% /*+.0, 123&('3 2/*45 *6'4&*&*'/ )46 5'& )4 '0'5)4& 74)0
)4/8'39 -2& 1%3 &(' +%/& .)3&9 &(*/ +2:( /*+.0*7:)&*%4 */ '4%25(; <%8'='39 *1 8' ()=' &%
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A' /)8 &(' 53).( %1 y = sinx
x




= 1; E*+*0)30,9 &(' 53).(
%1 y = cosx−1
x





 !  " #$%& '&%()*+()& ,$%#-.*/
d
dx












= (sin x)(0) + (cos x)(1)
= cosx.

 !"#$% &'(' y = cosx−1
x




cosx = − sin x
#$%&' ()* +),%& -./* ,&0 (1%'2&23*(1%4 %0*&(%(5 sin (π
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tan x = sec2 x
 ! "#$% &%$'()*'(% +#$",-).  /
 !"#$ %&' ()*%"'#% +),' -#. %/*$#*0'%/"1 ".'#%"%"'! tan x = sinx
cosx
-#. sin2 x +
















cos x(cos x)− sin x(− sin x)
cos2 x
=









cot x = − csc2 x
 !"#$ %&' ()*%"'#% +),' -#. %/*$*#*0'%/"1 ".'#%"%"'! cot x = cosx
sinx
-#. sin2 x +
















sin x(− sin x)− cosx(− cos x)
cos2 x
=









sec x = secx tan x
























= secx tan x
 ! "#$%&'&( )&*+,+-(&.(&/-
 ! "#$%&'&( )*!'(&+! +) x &, -.&(("! /, y = f(x)0 1+. "#/2$%"3
y = 2x+ 3
&, /! "#$%&'&(4 )*!'(&+!0 5*( &) -" -.&(" &( /,
2x+ y = 3
(6"! -" /." -.&(&!7 &( /, /! &2$%&'&( )*!'(&+! +) x0 1+. / ,&2$%" )*!'(&+! %&8" (6&, -" '/!
-.&(" &( "#$%&'&(%4 +. &2$%&'&(%43 9*( &( 2/4 9" 6/.:". (+ -.&(" +(6". )*!'(&+!, "#$%&'&(%40 1+.
"#/2$%"3
y4 + 3y − 4x3 = 5x+ 1
'/!!+( 9" -.&(("! 94 &,+%/(&!7 y +! +!" ,&:" /!: x +! (6" +(6".0 ;6&, &, /! "#/2$%" +) /!
&2$%&'&( )*!'(&+! (6/( '/!!+( 9" -.&(("! "#$%&'&(%40  !+(6". "#/2$%" &,
x4 + y2 = 5.
;6" 9/,&' ,(./("74 &, (+ (/8" :".&</(&<" -&(6 .",$"'( (+ x +! 9+(6 ,&:", /!: -6"! y &,
"!'+*!(".": (+ %"/<" &( /,
dy
dx
0 =" /%."/:4 ,/- "#/2$%", +) 6+- (+ *," (6&, ("'6!&>*" &! (6"
$."<&+*, '6/$(".0 ?! (6&, '6/$(". -" '+!,&:". 2+." '+2$%&'/(": $.+9%"2,0 ;6" ,(./("74 &,
(6" ,/2" @ (/8" :".&</(&<" -&(6 .",$"'( (+ x +! 9+(6 ,&:", /!: &! (6" '/," +) y -.&(" dy
dx
0
 !"#$%&  !"' 1&!: (6" :".&</(&<",0
ABC x3 + y2 = 3x+ 5
ADC 4xy3 − x2y + x3 − 5x+ 6 = 0
AEC y = x2 sin y
#$%&'($)*!
 !
 ! "#$%"&"' ("))*+*,'"-'".,  /
 !" x3 + y2 = 3x+ 5
d
dx





























 #" 4xy3 − x2y + x3 − 5x+ 6 = 0
d
dx

































+ y3(4)− [x2 dy
dx




+ 4y3 − x2 dy
dx
+ 2xy + 3x2 + 5 = 0
dy
dx




−4y3 − 2xy − 3x2 − 5
12xy3 − x2























1− x2 cos y
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 !  " #$%&#'#( )#**+,+-(#.(#/-
 ! "#$ %&! '()*'"'+ ,'-!.!$+'#+'/$ +/ 0$, +1! ,!.'2#+'2!& /3 f(x) = ln x #$, f(x) = bx4
5#$6 7/%*, "/$&',!. +1!&! ).//3& !#&'!. +1#$ +1! ).!2'/%& /$!& '$ 81#)+!. 94 :/ '+ '& 7/.+1
.!2'7'$; +1! $!<+ !<#()*! !2!$ +1/%;1 7! &#7 '+ !#.*'!.4
 !"#$%&  !"' ='$, +1! ,!.'2#+'2!&4
>?@ y = ln x
>A@ y = bx
:/*%+'/$&4
>?@ y = ln x
:'$"! y = ln x B6 ,!0$'+'/$
ey = x





















>A@ :'$"! y = bx 7! "#$ +#D! */; /$ B/+1 &',!& +/ ;!+
ln y = ln bx
E&'$; */; )./)!.+'!&
ln y = x ln b
C#D'$; ,!.'2#+'2!& /$ B/+1 &',!& #$, %&'$; '()*'"'+ ,'-!.!$+'#+'/$














= y ln b
dy
dx
= bx ln b
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 !" #"$!%&'(" )* #+,&%- .)- )% /)#! 0&1"0 2"'(&2"0 0)3" "45.+%+#&)%6 7(55)0" f &0 + )%"8#)8
)%" *(%$#&)%9 #!"% :" $+% $)35)0" f :&#! +%)#!"2 )%"8#)8)%" *(%$#&)% g #) -"# g ◦ f 6  !&0




m = n ⇐⇒ logbm = logbn
 !" %"4# 0"# )* 52)/."30 &%;).;" + %": *(%$#&)%
f(x) = xx
:!)0" -2+5! &0 0!):% &% <&-(2" =6>6  !&0 &0 %)# + 5):"2 *(%$#&)% %)2 +% "45)%"%#&+. *(%$#&)%6
?* x = 19 #!"% y = 11 = 16 @"#:""% 0 +%1 1 #!" *(%$#&)% 1&50 +%1 5+0# > &# 2&0"06  !" *(%$#&)%
&0 %)# 1"A%"1 +# B6 C!"% x < 0 #!" 0&#(+#&)% &0 3)2" $)35.&$+#"16 <)2 "4+35."9 &* x = −29











9 #!"% y = (−0.5)( − 0.5) = 1
(−0.5)−0.5
9 :!&$! &0 + $)35."4 %(3/"26 ?# &0 !+21 #) :2&#"
#!" 1)3+&% 0&%$" #!" 2"+. +%1 $)35."4 ;+.("0 )* #!" *(%$#&)% +2" &%#"23&%-."16 <&-(2" =6>
0!):0 /)#! #!" 2"+. +%1 $)35."4 5)2#&)%0 )* #!" -2+5!6
 !"#$%&  !"' <&%1 #!" 1"2&;+#&;"06
E>F y = xx
EGF y = x
√
x
EHF y = xcosx
0
 !"#$%&'# (')*#+% ,-.) %' /) '#)0%'0'#)1 /"% %,)# %,&#2* 2)% - /&% 3)**4 -#( 3"*% /) -#-546)( '#
- $-*)0/40$-*) /-*&*7 8'9 ):-3;5)1 <,)# *'5.&#2 9-(&$-5 )="-%&'#*1 <) *="-9) /'%, *&()* -#( %,) *="-9&#2
!"#$%&'# &* #'% '#)0%'0'#)7  * - 9)*"5% <) 2)% ):%9-#)-'"* *'5"%&'#*7
 !  " #$%&#'#( )#**+,+-(#.(#/-
 !"#$% &'(' y = xx








567 y = xx
8$&%$)-' 9)$! y = xx2 $&+" ,- *- .*$! #)/"# $* '"$
ln y = ln xx






















= y[1 + ln x]
dy
dx
= xx[1 + ln x]
 ! "#$%"&"' ("))*+*,'"-'".,  /
 !" y = x
√
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 #" y = xcosx
lny = xcosx
ln y = ln xcosx































+ (ln x)(− sin x)]

 !"#$%&  !"' $%&' ()* +*,-&' '*.%/0(%/*+1
 2" x2 + y2 = 10
 !" x4 + y4 = 10
 !  " #$%&#'#( )#**+,+-(#.(#/-
 !"#$%&'() *" +$+ ,%- '$./($0) -1" +"!$#2-$#" %,3" *" 0%&,+ -1". '$,3" -1" "./12'$' *2'
%, 4,%*$,5 2,+ &'$,5 -1" 0%!.&(2' 2,+ !&("' 3%!!"3-()6 7%* $- .24"' '",'" -% '$./($0) -1"
8!'- +"!$#2-$#" 2' .&31 2' /%''$9(" 9"0%!" 8,+$,5 -1" '"3%,+ +"!$#2-$#"6 :% -1" '%(&-$%,' %0
-1"'" /!%9(".' 32, 5"- ;&$-" (%,56
 !"#$%!&'
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#$%&'(& ")*" ")& +,*- *,%.&'% *'& /!0"& %)1'"2 3)& 4&")15 61' +,50,7 )07)&' 1'5&' 5&'0(*"0(&
0% %048-9 "1 50:&'&,"0*"& *% 4*,9 "04&% *% ,&&5&52
3)0% ;)*8"&' ;1,;-!5&% ")& "180; 16 5&'0(*"0(&% *,5 )1. "1 +,5 ")&42 <, ")& ,&=" 61!'
;)*8"&'% .& .0-- %&& )1. "1 *88-9 5&'0(*"0(&% "1 %1-(& *-- %1'"% 16 6*%;0,*"0,7 %0"!*"01,%2 <,
")& ,&=" ;)*8"&' .& .0-- %&& )1. "1 !%& 5&'0(*"0(&% "1 +,5 ")& -040" 16 ")& %&(&'*- ;148-0;*"&5
8'1$-&4% .& ;1!-5,>" %1-(& 8'18&'-9 $&61'&2 3)&, .& .0-- %&& %14& 6*%;0,*"0,7 '&*- .1'-5
8'1$-&4%2
 !"#$%#&  !'()&*+
?@A B0,5 ")& 5&'0(*"0(&%2
*A x2 + y2 = 36






"! x3 − xy + y2 = 4
#! x3y3 − y = x
$! x3 − 3x2y + 2xy2 = 12
%! sin x+ 2 cos 2y = 1
&! sin x = x(1 + tan y)
'! y = sin(xy)
()! *+,# -'$ .$"/,# #$0+12-+1$3
2! y = 4x
3
2
 ! y = x
x−1
"! y = 3 sin x
#! y = secx
$! 9x2 + y2 − 9
%! x3 + y3 = 1






 ! "#$%&'()*#+ ,-*.
 !"#$%&'(!) *+(, -'.,/ '0&,1 21,-34 .'&4,.'&%3%'- 5+%(('+., /,  !"#$%&'( 678879 7:;<= %)
'- %-31,/%>(? +),0+( @'? A0 B-/%-C &4, (%.%&) A0 3A.$(%3'&,/ 0+-3&%A-)D E& /,$,-/) A- &4,
/,1%F'&%F,G @4%34 %) @4? @, @'%&,/ )A (A-C &A ),, %&D  !"#$%&'(!) $+>(%)4,/ &4, 1+(, %- 4%)
78H8 >AAI  !"#$%&% '( )*+ ,!-!&)+#$ ./"## ('0 )*+ 1!2+0%)"!2&!3 '( 4506+2 7&!+% G @4%34 @')
&4, B1)& &,J&>AAI A- /%K,1,-&%'( 3'(3+(+)D L3&+'((?G M@%)) .'&4,.'&%3%'- NA4'-- O,1-A+((%
6788: PQR 7:<S=G A-, A0 T+(,1!) &,'34,1)G /,)31%>,/ &4%) .,&4A/ %- 1,)$A-), &A ' U+,)&%A-
$A),/ >?  !"#$%&'( '-/  !"#$%&'( 31,/%&) 4%. 0A1 &4, 1,)+(&)G >+& )+>),U+,-&(? ,F,1?A-, 3'(()
%&  !"#$%&'(!) 1+(,D
 !"#$% &'(' 5+%(('+., /,  !"#$%&'(
 !"#$"% &'(' )*+,-./012+3 452"6  ,& f '-/ g >, 0+-3&%A-) &4'& '1, /%K,1,-&%'>(, A-
'- A$,- %-&,1F'( 3A-&'%-%-C aG ,J3,$& $A))%>(? '& a %&),(0D  ,& c < a < d '-/ )+$$A), &4'&
g(x) 6= 0 0A1 ,F,1? x %- (c, d)D E0 &4, (%.%& A0 f(x)
g(x)















G $1AF%/%-C %& ,J%)&) A1 %) %-B-%&,D
 !
 !  " #$%&'()*#$+ ,-#.
 ! "#$$ %!! &'! ()**+ *+ &'#% )!%,$& #- .'/(&!) 012 3,& "! 4/- 5!6#- ,%#-6 #& )#6'& /"/72






2  ! "#$$ %!! $/&!) &'/& #&
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8*&! '*" 9:;<(#&/$:% =,$! 6#J!% / J!)7 5)#!+ %*$,&#*- &* / 4*>($#4/&!? $#>#& ()*5$!>
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L,&&#-6 #& /$$ &*6!&'!) C"#&'*,& ,%#-6 %* >/-7 "*)?%D "! 6!&
























































































































 !  " #$%&'()*#$+ ,-#.
 !"#$ %!# &' ()*'+,!- .-)/%!0' )1 #2! #3.! f(x)g(x) 42!-! )*! 1&*(#+)* #!*,' #) 5!-) 6*,
#2! )#2!- #!*,' #) ±∞7 8* '&(2 (6'!'$ +# +'*9# (%!6- 42!#2!- f(x) )- g(x) 4+%% ,)0+*6#! +*















 !"#$%&  !"' ?+*, #2! %+0+#'7
@AB limx→0+ x ln x
#$%&'($)!




42+(2 +' +* #2! −∞
∞
1)-07 D) E9FG.+#6%9'
H&%! 6..%+!' 6*, 4! =!#
lim
x→0+
















E6'#%3$ ()*'+,!- 1&*(#+)* )1 #2! +*,!#!-0+*6#! 1)-0 1∞7 8* #2+' (6'!$ 4! #6;! log )* /)#2
'+,!' 6*, #&-* +# +*#) 6 1&*(#+)* )1 #2! 1)-0 f(x)g(x) 6*, &'! #2! .-!>+)&' 6..-)6(27






@IB limx→0+ (sin x)
x
#$%&'($)+!
 ! "#$%&'()"#* +,"-  .





&'( %&)$ ln *' +*%, -.($-












































7.'8$ ln y = 19 .% :*44*;- %,&% y = e<
 =" #$% y = limx→0+ (sin x)
x
&'( %&)$ ln *' +*%, -.($-<




































7.'8$ ln y = 09 .% :*44*;- %,&% y = e0 = 1<
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 ! "#$%&#' "%&#(
 !"#$!% &#$!' (' $)! *)&#'! +'!% $, %!'-&(.! $)! '($+#$(,/ 0)!/ $0, ,& 1,&! &!"#$!% 2#&(#."!'
#&! -)#/3(/3 0($) &!'*!-$ $, $(1!4 5)! &#$! ,6 -)#/3!7 #' 1!/$(,/!% !#&"(!&7 (' #/,$)!&
!8*&!''(,/ 6,& $)! %!&(2#$(2!4 9,& !8#1*"!7 '+**,'! 0#$!& (' %&#(/(/3 6&,1 # -,/! 0($) #
),"! (/ $)! .,$$,14 :! )#2! $)! ;8!% )!(3)$ ,6 $)! -,/! #/% $)! &#%(+' ,6 ($' .#'! #/%
$)! -)#/3(/3 )!(3)$ ,6 $)! 0#$!& #/% &#%(+' ,6 ($' .#'!4 <$ $)! .!3(/(/3 $)!= #&! $)! '#1!4
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,6 # -,/!D (/ E,,3"! F!#&-) #/% $)! (/$!&#-$(2! E,,3"! G#"-+"#$,& '),0/ (/ 9(3+&! @4> 0(""
-,1! +*4
 !"#$% &'(' V = π
3
r2h
5)!&! #&! $)&!! 2#&(#."!' (/ $)(' 6,&1+"#7 V 7 r7 #/% h7 #"" -)#/3(/3 #$ %(H!&!/$7 .+$ &!"#$!%7
&#$!' 0($) &!'*!-$ $, t4 F+**,'! 0! %(H!&!/$(#$! .,$) '(%!' ,6 $)! 6,&1+"# (1*"(-($"= 0($)
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7 )!"+ -" 2#+ 8+.
dV
dt
0 9!#) 6#:", ,%6" %3 )!"," ;/%$5"6, ,5*4!)5< )/*2:< *, )!#) -"
#/" (,(#55< 4*&"+ %+" %/ )-% )"/6, #+. -" !#&" )% ."/*&" )!" /",)0 1+ #+< 2#,"7 )!" 2%+" *,
+%) )!" $",) 8/,) "=#6;5" )% $"4*+ -*)!0 9" -*55 ,)#/) -*)! ,%6" "#,*"/ "=#6;5",0 >() 8/,)
-" 6(,) /"&*"- ,%6" 3%/6(5#, 3/%6 4"%6")/<0
?@A B%5(6" %3 # 2<5*+."/ C πr2h7 -!"/" r *, )!" /#.*(, %3 )!" $#," #+. h *, )!" !"*4!)D
?EA F(/3#2" #/"# %3 # 2<5*+."/ C 2πr(r + h)D




?HA F(/3#2" #/"# %3 # ,;!"/" C 4πr27 -!"/" r *, )!" /#.*(, %3 )!" $#," #+. h *, )!" !"*4!)D
?IA B%5(6" %3 # 2%+" C
π
3
πr2h7 -!"/" r *, )!" /#.*(, %3 )!" $#," #+. h *, )!" !"*4!)D
?JA F(/3#2" #/"# %3 # 2%+" C πr(r +
√
r2 + h2)0
 !" #/"# %3 # 2*/25" #+. )!" &%5(6" #+. ,(/3#2" #/"# %3 # 2<5*+."/ -"/" :+%-+ -"55 $"3%/"
K/2!*6".", ?20 ELM >N O E@E >NA0 1+ !*, ;#;"/  !"#$# %&' ()*+&'#$ K/2!*6".", 4#&" )!"
3%/6(5#, 3%/ )!" &%5(6" #+. ,(/3#2" #/"# %3 # ,;!"/"0 P" ,!%-". )!#) )!" /#)*% %3 )!" &%5(6"
%3 # ,;!"/" )% )!" &%5(6" %3 )!" 2<5*+."/ )!#) 2%+)#*+, *) *, EQG #+. )!" /#)*%, %3 )!" ,(/3#2"
#/"#, *, #5,% EQG0 P" -#, ,% ;5"#,". -*)! )!*, 3%/6(5# )!#) !" -#+)". # 2*/25" *+,2/*$". *+
# 2<5*+."/ #+. )!" /#)*% EQG *+,2/*$". %+ !*, )%6$0 K/2!*6".", -#, :*55". $< # )!%(4!)5",,
R%6#+ ,%5.*"/ -!% !#. +% *."# -!% !" -#,7 #, !" -#, )!%(4!)3(55< ./#-*+4 2*/25", %+ )!"
,#+. ?,"" S*4(/" T0EA0
+
P*, -"55O:+%-+ 5#,) -%/., -"/" UV%+W) .*,)(/$ 6< 2*/25",0X 9*)!
)*6" )!" 5%2#)*%+ %3 !*, )%6$ -#, 3%/4%))%+0 R%6#+ Y!*5%,%;!"/ Z#/2(,  (55*(, N*2"/%
?@[J >N O HG >NA .*,2%&"/". !*, )%6$ %&"/ # !(+./". <"#/, 5#)"/ #+. /"2%4+*\". *) $< )!"
*+,2/*;)*%+ %3 # 2*/25" *+,*." # 2<5*+."/0
 !"#$%&  !"' #$%&&'% () $*)+, K ;"$$5" *, ./%;;". *+)% # 2#56 ;%+.7 2#(,*+4 /*;;5",
*+ )!" 3%/6 %3 2%+2"+)/*2 2*/25",0  !" /#.*(, r %3 )!" %()"/ /*;;5" *, *+2/"#,*+4 #) # 2%+,)#+)
/#)" %3 E 3%%) ;"/ ,"2%+.0 9!"+ )!" /#.*(, *, J 3"")7 #) -!#) /#)" *, )!" #/"# %3 )!" .*,)(/$".
-#)"/ 2!#+4*+4]
-*'./(*)!  !" 3%/6(5# 3%/ )!" #/"# %3 )!" .*,)(/$". -#)"/ *,
A = πr2
+
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5)-'# r = 6 /-" dr
dt
= 2 6##. 1#& $#'!-"7
dA
dt
= 2π(6)(2) = 24π
 (#&#6!&# .(# &/.# !6 '(/-0# !6 .(# /&#/ )$ 24π $89/&# 6##. 1#& $#'!-": 
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16π
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01%23'1(!  !"#$ ,($ ,)!%"-4$ !/ % )!-(, ,)!%"-4$A B6 ,($ C6,(%-+)$%" '($+)$9
x2 + y2 = z2
>($)$ x !/ ,($ (+)!D+",%4 &!/,%"#$A y !/ ,($ 7$),!#%4 &!/,%"#$ %"& ,($ (61+,$"./$ z !/ ,($
&!/,%"#$ +* ,($ %!)14%"$ *)+9 ,($ /,%,!+"2 E" ,(!/ 1)+B4$9A x %"& z %)$ #(%"-!"-A B., ,($
($!-(, +* ,($ 14%"$ !/ FG$& %, y = 62  + ,($ $0.%,!+" !/
x2 + 62 = z2
 ! "#$%&#' "%&#( ) 






















2# '$# (!3#% &/'& y = 6 4./!,/ .# '+$#'5- 60#57 '%5 z = 108 9- &/# :-&/'(1$#'% ;/#1$#)
.# ,'% <%5 x '0
x2 = z2 − y2 = 102 − 62 = 64
=1 x = 88 2# '$# '+01 (!3#% dz
dt








;/# '!$*+'%# !0  !!"# $%&'( &/# $'5'$ 0&'&!1% '& &/# $'&# 1> 500 )!+#0 *#$ /16$8 
 !"#$%& )*+' ,-.&/&'( 0 //1"2 ? +'55#$ @A >##& +1%( $#0&0 '('!%0& ' 3#$&!,'+ .'++8 B>
&/# C'0# 1> &/# +'55#$ 0+!5#0 '.'- >$1) &/# .'++ '& ' $'&# 1> @ >11& *#$ 0#,1%5D /1. >'0& !0






-#.34&#'* =!%,# &/# &$!'%(+# !0 ' $!(/& &$!'%(+#D C- &/# :-&/'(1$#'% ;/#1$#)
x2 + y2 = z2
./#$# x !0 &/# /1$!G1%&'+ 5!0&'%,# 1> &/# +'55#$ >$1) &/# .'++D y !0 &/# .'++D '%5 &/# /-H
*1&#%60# z !0 &/# +#%(&/ 1> &/# +'55#$8 B% &/!0 *$1C+#)D x '%5 y '$# ,/'%(!%(D C6& &/# +#%(&/
1> &/# +'55#$ !0 <I#5 '& z = 108 =1 &/# #J6'&!1% !0
x2 + y2 = 102
 !  " #$%&'$( #&'$)
























2# '$# (!3#% &/'& z = 10 4./!,/ .# '+$#'5- 60#57 '%5 x = 68 9- &/# :-&/'(1$#'% ;/#1$#)
.# ,'% <%5 y '0
y2 = z2 − x2 = 102 − 62 = 64











;/# +'55#$ !0 0+!5!%(  !"# &/# .'++ '& &/# $'&# 1> 0.75 >##& *#$ 0#,1%58 
 !"#$%& $%&' '(!)*#+ ,-./ ?'$ @ !0 &$'3#+!%( .#0& '& AB )!+#0 *#$ /16$ '%5 ,'$ 9 !0
&$'3#+!%( %1$&/ '& CB )!+#0 *#$ /16$8 91&/ '$# /#'5#5 >1$ &/# !%&#$0#,&!1% 1> &.1 $1'508 @&
./'& $'&# '$# &/# ,'$0 '**$1',/!%( #',/ 1&/#$ ./#% ,'$ @ !0 B8D )!+#0 >$1) &/# !%&#$0#,&!1%
'%5 ,'$ 9 !0 B8E )!+#0 >$1) &/# !%&#$0#,&!1%F
0!123*!#% =!%,# &/# &$!'%(+# !0 ' $!(/& &$!'%(+#G H- &/# :-&/'(1$#'% ;/#1$#)
x2 + y2 = z2
./#$# x !0 &/# /1$!I1%&'+ 5!0&'%,# .#0& &$'3#++#5 H- ?'$ @G y !0 &/# 3#$&!,'+ 5!0&'%,# %1$&/
&$'3#++#5 H- &/# ?'$ 9G '%5 &/# /-*1&#%60# z !0 &/# 5!0&'%,# H#&.##% &/# ,'$0G ./!,/ !0
0/$!%J!%(8
x2 + y2 = z2





























 ! "#! $%&!' ()"( x = 0.3 "'* y = 0.4+ ,- ()! .-()"$/#!"' 0)!/#!1 2! 3"' 4'* z "5
z2 = x2 + y2 = 0.32 + 0.42 = 0.25
6/ z = 0.5+  ! "#! "75/ $%&!' dx
dt
= −50 1%7!5 8!# )/9# "'* dy
dt















0)! 3"#5 "#! "88#/"3)%'$ !"3) /()!# "( :; 1%7!5 8!# )/9#+ 
 !"#$%&  !"' #$%&'( )%*+, < 2"(!# ("'= )"5 ()! 5)"8! /> "' %'&!#(!* 3/'! 2%() " ?"5!
/> #"*%95 /> @ 1!(!#5 "'* )!%$)( A 1!(!#5+ B> 2"(!# %5 ?!%'$ 8918!* %'(/ ()! ("'= "( " #"(!
/> @ 39?%3 1!(!#5 8!# 1%'9(!C 4'* ()! #"(! "( 2)%3) ()! 2"(!# 7!&!7 %5 #%5%'$ 2)!' ()! 2"(!#
%5 D 1!(!#5 *!!8+





2)!#! r %5 ()! #"*%95 /> ()! ?"5!C h %5 ()! )!%$)( /> ()! 3/'!+  ! "#! $%&!' r = 2 "'* h = 4+
,"5!* /' ()%5 2! 3"' 3/'379*! r = h
2















 !  " #$%&'$( #&'$)




















1.# $'&# '& -.!+. &.# -'&#$ *#2#* !/ $!/!%3 !/
8
9π
(#&#$/ )#$ (!%4&#5 
 !"#$%&  !"' 6 ('% -'*7/ '*0%3 ' /&$'!3.& )'&. '& ' /)##8 09 : 9##& )#$ /#+0%8 &0-'$8 '
)0*# -!&. ' /#'$+.*!3.& 0% &0)5 1.# .#!3.& 09 &.# /#'$+.*!3.& !/ ;< 9##& '%8 !& !/ 7#)& 90+4/#8
0% &.# ('% $0&'&!%3 80-%-'$8 '/ &.# ('% (02#/5 6& -.'& $'&# !/ &.# /#'$+.*!3.& $0&'&!%3






#$%&'($)! >$0( &.# '?02# &$!'%3*#
x2 + y2 = z2
-.#$# x !/ &.# 8!/&'%+# 09 &.# ('% 9$0( &.# )0*#@ y = 20 !/ &.# .#!3.& 09 &.# /#'$+.*!3.&
A-.!+. !/ BC#8D '%8 &.# .,)0&#%4/# z !/ &.# 8!/&'%+# 09 &.# ('% 9$0( &.# /#'$+. *!3.&5 1.#
#E4'&!0% &0 ?# 4/#8 .#$# !/
x = y tan θ
/!%+# -# -'%& &.# '%3*# 09 $0&'&!0% 09 &.# /#'$+.*!3.& '%8 !& $0&'&#/ 80-%-'$8/ &0-'$8 &.#
('% '/ .# '))$0'+.#/ &.# )0*#5  !"#$#%&!'&!%3 !()*!+!&*, -!&. $#/)#+& &0 t 3!2#/
dx
dt
= 20 sec2 θ
dθ
dt
F% 0$8#$ &0 B%8
dθ
dt
-# %##8 sec θ '%8 dx
dt
5 G# '$# 3!2#% &.'&
dx
dt
= −49##& )#$ /#+0%85 1.#
%#3'&!2# /!3% '))#'$/ /!%+# &.# ('% !/ '))$0'+.!%3 &.# )0*#5 H4& -# .'2# &0 B%8 sec θ 9$0(
&.# '2'!*'?*# !%90$('&!0%5 I!%+# x = 15 '%8 y = 20@ ?, &.# J,&.'30$#'% 1.#0$#(
z = x2 + y2 = 152 + 202 = 625
 ! "#$%&#' "%&#(  )












01((+#, +( (!,*()*& .* ,*(
dx
dt




















2)* /*"&3)-+,)( +/ &!("(+#, "( " &"(* !% − 16
125
&"$+"#/ 4*& /*3!#$5 
6!(* ()"( +# ()* "7!8* 4&!7-*' ()* "#,-* +/ #*,"(+8* /+#3* ()* /*"&3)-+,)( +/ &!("(+#, $!.#9






=/ >!1 3"# /** %&!' ()* -"/( (.! 4&!7-*'/; +% "-- ()* +#%!&'"(+!# +/ #!( $+&*3(-> ,+8*# +#
()* /("(*'*#( !% ()* 4&!7-*' +(/*-%; ()*# ()* 4&!7-*' &*?1+&*/ 3!#/+$*&"7-* ()!1,)(5 2)*/*
/!&(/ !% '1-(+9/(*4 4&!7-*'/; .)*&* >!1 )"8* (! @,1&* !1( !#* ()+#, "#$ 1/* +( (! ,*( ()*
#*A( ()+#,; "#$ /! !#; "&* (>4+3"- !% &*"-9.!&-$ 4&!7-*'/5 B!.*8*&; ()* "7!8* 4&!7-*'/ "&*
3!#(&+8*$ -+C* 3"&$7!"&$ 31(9!1(/ !% &*"-9.!&-$ 4&!7-*'/5 <( +/ 7*/( (! $! " %*. !% ()*/*
3!#(&+8*$ 4&!7-*'/ (! '"/(*& ()* (*3)#+?1*/ "#$ %!--!.914 7> -!!C+#, "( .*7/+(*/ $*8!(*$
(! $+/3+4-+#* /4*3+@3 "44-+3"(+!#/ !% '"()*'"(+3/5
 !"#$%#&  !'()&*+
DEF = 4*77-* +/ $&!44*$ +# " 3"-' 4!#$ 3"1/+#, &+44-*/ (! %!&' +# 3!#3*#(&+3 3+&3-*/5
2)* &"$+1/ !% ()* !1(*& &+44-* +/ +#3&*"/+#, "( " 3!#/("#( &"(* !% E %!!( 4*& /*3!#$5
G)*# ()* &"$+1/ +/ H %**(; "( .)"( &"(* +/ ()* "&*" !% $+/(1&7*$ ."(*& 3)"#,+#,I
 !  " #$%&'$( #&'$)
 !" #$% $& '()'*+ $,-. / &'0*%$1/2 3/22.., /- / %/-* .4 5 1(3$1 4**- '*% )$,(-*6 7,+ -0*
%/-* .4 10/,8* .4 -0* %/+$(& 90*, -0* %/+$(& $& : 4**-6
 :" #$% $& '()'*+ $,-. / &'0*%$1/2 3/22.., &. -0/- -0* ;.2()* $,1%*/&*& /- / %/-* .4 <==
1(3$1 1*,-$)*-*%& '*% &*1.,+6 >.9 4/&- $& -0* %/+$(& .4 -0* 3/22.., $,1%*/&$,8 90*,
-0* +$/)*-*% $& 5= 1*,-$)*-*%&?
 @" A4 / &,.93/22 )*2-& &. -0/- $-& &(%4/1* /%*/ +*1%*/&*& /- / %/-* .4 ! &B(/%* 1*,-$)*-*%&
'*% )$,(-*C 7,+ -0* %/-* /- 90$10 -0* +$/)*-*% +*1%*/&* 90*, -0* +$/)*-*% $& <=
1*,-$)*-*%&6
 5" #22 *+8*& .4 / 1(3* /%* *D'/,+$,8 /- / %/-* .4 : 1*,-$)*-*%& '*% &*1.,+6 >.9 4/&-
$& -0* ;.2()* 10/,8$,8 90*, */10 *+8* $& <= 1*,-$)*-*%&?
 E" # 9/-*% -/,F 0/& -0* &0/'* .4 /, $,;*%-*+ 1$%1(2/% 1.,* 9$-0 3/&* %/+$(& ! )*-*%&
/,+ 0*$80- @ )*-*%&6 A4 9/-*% $& 3*$,8 '()'*+ $,-. -0* -/,F /- / %/-* .4 ! 1(3$1
)*-*%& '*% )$,(-*C 7,+ -0* %/-* /- 90$10 -0* 9/-*% 2*;*2 $& %$&$,8 90*, -0* 9/-*%
$& : )*-*%& +**'6
 G" H%/;*2 $& 3*$,8 +()'*+ 4%.) / 1.,;*I.% 3*2- /- / %/-* .4 := 1(3$1 4**- '*% )$,(-*
/,+ 4.%)& / 1.,$1/2 '$2* 90.&* 3/&* +$/)*-*% /,+ 0*$80- /%* *B(/26 >.9 4/&- $& -0*
0*$80- .4 -0* '$2* $,1%*/&$,8 90*, -0* '$2* $& <= 4**- 0$80?
 J" K/,+ $& 4/22$,8 .L / 1.,;*I.% 3*2- .,-. / 1.,$1/2 '$2* /- / %/-* .4 <= 1(3$1 4**- '*%
)$,(-*6 M0* +$/)*-*% .4 -0* 3/&* .4 -0* 1.,* $& -0%** -$)*& -0* 0*$80-6 #- 90/-
%/-* $& -0* 0*$80- .4 -0* '$2* 10/,8$,8 90*, -0* '$2* $& <5 4**- 0$80?
 N" # 1.,$1/2 -/,F 9$-0 ;*%-*D +.9, $& <= 4**- /1%.&& /- -0* -.' /,+ <! 4**- +**'6 A4
9/-*% $& O.9$,8 $,-. -0* -/,F /- / %/-* .4 <= 1(3$1 4**- '*% )$,(-*C 7,+ -0* %/-* .4
10/,8* .4 -0* +*'-0 .4 -0* 9/-*% 90*, -0* 9/-*% $& J 4**- +**'6
 <=" #, /$%'2/,* $& OI$,8 .;*% / %/+/% -%/1F$,8 &-/-$., /- / 0*$80- .4 E )$2*&6 A4 -0*
+$&-/,1* 3*-9**, -0* '2/,* /,+ -0* &-/-$., $& +*1%*/&$,8 /- / %/-* .4 @== )$2*& '*%
0.(%C 90*, -0* +$&-/,1* $& <= )$2*&C 90/- $& -0* &'**+ .4 -0* '2/,*?
 <<" # 2/++*% <= 4**- 2.,8 %*&-& /8/$,&- / ;*%-$1/2 9/226 A4 -0* 3.--.) .4 -0* 2/++*% &2$+*&
/9/I 4%.) -0* 9/22 /- / %/-* .4 < 4..- '*% &*1.,+C 0.9 4/&- $& -0* -.' .4 -0* 2/++*%
&2$+$,8 +.9, -0* 9/22C 90*, -0* 3.--.) $& E 4**- 4%.) -0* 9/22?
 <!" P/% # $& -%/;*2$,8 9*&- /- 5= )$2*& '*% 0.(% /,+ 1/% Q $& -%/;*2$,8 ,.%-0 /- E= )$2*&
'*% 0.(% 0*/+*+ 4.% -0* $,-*%&*1-$., .4 -0* -9. %./+&6 #- 90/- %/-* /%* -0* 1/%&
/''%./10$,8 */10 .-0*% 90*, 1/% # $& =6: )$2*& /,+ 1/% Q $& =6@ )$2*& 4%.) -0*
$,-*%&*1-$.,?
 <:" M9. 1/%& &-/%- ).;$,8 4%.) -0* &/)* '.$,-6 R,* -%/;*2& &.(-0 /- E= )$2*& '*% 0.(%
/,+ -0* .-0*% -%/;*2& 9*&- /- !5 )$2*& '*% 0.(%6 #- 90/- %/-* $& -0* +$&-/,1* 3*-9**,
-0* 1/%& $,1%*/&$,8 ! 0.(%& 2/-*%?
 ! " #$%&'$ $() #&(&'$
 !"#$%&' ()* +),&* -#!-,.* ,/ 0*!12$(12*. 1. (, 0*(*!314* ()* 3$513#3 ,! 31413#3 ,/
/#46(1,4.7
8$9* $ &,,9 $( :1"#!* ;<7; ()$( .),+. ()* "!$-) ,/ f(x) = −x2 + 8x + 20 7 =*$014" ()*
"!$-) /!,3 &*/( (, !1")(> ,%.*!2* ),+ ()* "!$-) 146!*$.*. ?!1.*.@ ,4 ()* &*/( !*$6)*. ()* A)1")
-,14(B $( ()* 2*!(*5 $40 ()*4 0*6!*$.*. ?/$&&.@ ,4 ()* !1")(7 C,(16* ),+ ()* "!$-) 1. !$-10&'
146!*$.14" $40 $. 1( $--!,$6)*. ()* 2*!(*5> ()* !$(* ,/ 6)$4"* ?.&,-* ,/ ()* ($4"*4( &14*@
0*6!*$.*.7  ( ()* 2*!(*5 ()* ($4"*4( &14* %*6,3*. ),!1D,4($& ?()* .&,-* 1. D*!,@7 8)*4 ()*
.&,-* ,/ ()* ($4"*4( &14* "!$0#$&&' 0*6!*$.*.> .&,+&' $( E!.(> ()*4 /$.(*!7
 !"#$% &'(&( f(x) = −x2 + 8x+ 20
F* )$2* $4 *$.' /,!3#&$ /,! E4014" ()* 2*!(*5 ,/ $ G#$0!$(16 /#46(1,4
f(x) = ax2 + bx+ c
8)* xH6,,!014$(* ,/ ()* 2*!(*5 1.
x = − b
2a
.
I, ()* 2*!(*5 ,/ ()* /#46(1,4 f(x) = −x2 + 8x+ 20 1.
x = − 8
2(−1) = 4.
8)* yH6,,!014$(* ,/ ()* 2*!(*5 1.
f(4) = −(4)2 + 8(4) + 20 = −16 + 32 + 20 = 36.
 !
 ! "#$ %&'(%& &)* %()(%&
 !"#$ %!& '&(%&) *+ f(x) = −x2+8x+20 ,- .,/"(& 0120 ,# (4, 36)2 3"% 4!5% ,+ %!& +"-6%,*-#
5(& f(x) = x4−8x2+16 *( g(x) = x5−8x3+16x 4!*#& /(57!# 5(& #!*4- ,- .,/"(& 01282 9&
:*-;% !5'& 5 +*(<"=5 +*( %!& !,/!&#% 5-: =*4&#% 7*,-%# =,>& 4& :,: +*( ?"5:(5%,6 +"-6%,*-#2
@*" <5A %!,-> %!5% B**<,-/ ,- 4,== !&=7$ 5-: ,% <,/!% 4*(> #*<&%,<&#$ C"% -*% 5=45A#2
 !"#$% &'()( f(x) = x4 − 8x2 + 16 D=&+%E 5-: g(x) = x5 − 8x3 + 16x D(,/!%E
F- !,# 5(%,6=& GH!5-/& 4& 65- C&=,&'& ,-I J%&'&- J%(*/5%B :&#6(,C&# =*65= <5),<5 5-: <,-,<5
5# +*==*4#K
 !&(&;# 5 <*(& /&-&(5= 7(,-6,7=& 5% 4*(> !&(& L %!,-/# 5=45A# 6!5-/& #=*4&#%
5% %!& %*7 *( %!& C*%%*<2 F%;# &#7&6,5==A -*%,6&5C=& !&(& ,- F%!5652 M"(,-/
%!& :5(>&#% :&7%!# *+ 4,-%&($ %!& :5A# 5(& -*% N"#% "-<&(6,+"==A #!*(%O
%!&A C5(&=A ,<7(*'& +(*< *-& %* %!& -&)%2 9!&(&5# -*4 %!5% #7(,-/ ,#
7*77,-/$ %!& :5A# 5(& =&-/%!&-,-/ (57,:=A2 P== *+ %!,# <5>&# #&-#&2 H!5-/&
,# <*#% #="//,#! 5% %!& &)%(&<&# 7(&6,#&=A C&65"#& %!& :&(,'5%,'& ,# B&(*
%!&(&2  !,-/# #%5-: #%,==$ <*<&-%5(,=A2  !,# B&(*L:&(,'5%,'& 7(*7&(%A *+
7&5># 5-: %(*"/!# "-:&(=,&# #*<& *+ %!& <*#% 7(56%,65= 577=,65%,*-# *+
65=6"="#2 F% 5==*4# "# %* "#& :&(,'5%,'&# %* Q/"(& *"% 4!&(& 5 +"-6%,*-
(&56!&# ,%# <5),<"< *( <,-,<"<$ 5- ,##"& %!5% 5(,#&# 4!&-&'&( 4&;(&
=**>,-/ +*( %!& C&#% *( 6!&57&#% *( +5#%&#% 45A %* :* #*<&%!,-/2
R&%;# %5>& 5 65(&+"= =**> 5% 5 '&(A +5<,=,5( +"-6%,*-$ -5<&=A$ f(x) = x2 4!*#& /(57! ,# #!*4-
,- .,/"(& 012S 5=*-/#,:& ,%# :&(,'5%,'& f ′(x) = 2x 5-: #&6*-: :&(,'5%,'& f ′′(x) = 22  !&(& ,#
5 6=*#& (&=5%,*-#!,7 C&%4&&- %!& /(57! *+ %!& +"-6%,*- 5-: %!& /(57! *+ ,%# Q(#% 5-: #&6*-:
:&(,'5%,'&2 TC#&('& %!5%
• f ,# :&6(&5#,-/ *- (−∞, 0) 5-: f ′ ,# -&/5%,'& *- (−∞, 0)O
• f ,# ,-6(&5#,-/ *- (0,∞) 5-: f ′ ,# -&/5%,'& *- (0,∞)O
• f ,# 6*-65'& "7 5-: f ′′ ,# 7*#,%,'&2
J,<,=5(=A$ %!& /(57! *+ f(x) = −x2 5-: ,%# :&(,'5%,'&# f ′(x) = −2x 5-: f ′′(x) = 2 5(& #!*4-
,- .,/"(& 012U2 TC#&('& %!5%
 !" #$%&#$ $'( #&'&#$ )*
 !"#$% &'()( f(x) = x2 f ′(x) = 2x f ′′(x) = 2
• f !" !#$%&'"!#( )# (−∞, 0) '#* f ′ !" +)"!,!-& )# (−∞, 0).
• f !" *&$%&'"!#( )# (0,∞) '#* f ′ !" #&(',!-& )# (0,∞).
• f !" $)#$'-& *)/# '#* f ′′ !" +)"!,!-&0
 !"#$% &'(*( f(x) = −x2 f ′(x) = −2x f ′′(x) = −2
12&# ,2& 34#$,!)# !" !#$%&'"!#( ,2& "5)+& )3 ,2& ,'#(&#, 5!#& ', &'$2 +)!#, )# ,2& !#$%&'"!#(
+)%,!)# !" +)"!,!-&0 6) ,2& *&%!-',!-& 7/2!$2 !" ,2& "5)+& )3 ,2& ,'#(&#, 5!#&8 !" +)"!,!-&0
12&# ,2& 34#$,!)# !" *&$%&'"!#( "5)+& )3 ,2& ,'#(&#, 5!#& ', &'$2 +)!#, )# ,2& *&$%&'"!#(
+)%,!)# !" #&(',!-&0 6) ,2& *&%!-',!-& !" #&(',!-&0 924" !, /)45* :& %&'")#':5& ,) $)#$54*&
,2',
• f !" !#$%&'"!#( )# (a, b) !3 '#* )#5; !3 f ′ !" +)"!,!-& )# (a, b). '#*
• f !" *&$%&'"!#( )# (a, b) !3 '#* )#5; !3 f ′ !" #&(',!-& )# (a, b)0
<)%&)-&% 
• f !" $)#$'-& 4+ )# (a, b) !3 '#* )#5; !3 f ′′ !" +)"!,!-& )# (a, b). '#*
• f !" $)#$'-& *)/# )# (a, b) !3 '#* )#5; !3 f ′′ !" #&(',!-& )# (a, b).0
 ! "#$ %&'(%& &)* %()(%&
 !"#" $%"&# '(" )"(* +#",+- ,.( /"%"(&$0$01 %!" #!'2" ., %!" /"($)'%$)" 3'#"/ .0 %!" #!'2"
., %!" 1('2!4 5.( "6'&2-"7 8.0#$/"( %!" ,+08%$.0# f(x) = (x − 5)27 f(x) = x37 '0/ f(x) =
−|x+ 4| #!.90 $0 5$1+(" :;4<4 =3#"()" %!'%
• f(x) = (x−5)2 $# /"8("'#$01 .0 (−∞, 5) '0/ $08("'#$01 .0 (5,∞)4 >. f ′ $# 0"1'%$)"
.0 (−∞, 5) '0/ 2.#$%$)" .0 (5,∞)
• g(x) = x3 $# $08("'#$01 .0 (−∞,∞)4 >. g′ $# 2.#$%$)" %!(.+1!.+% (−∞,∞)4
• h(x) = −|x + 4| $# $08("'#$01 .0 (−∞,−4) '0/ /"8("'#$01 .0 (−4,∞)4 >. h′ $#
2.#$%$)" .0 (−∞,−4) '0/ 0"1'%$)" .0 (−4,∞)4
 !"#$% &'()( f(x) = (x− 5)27 g(x) = x37 h(x) = −|x+ 4|
?.%" %!'% 9" 8'0 /"#8($3" @+$%" 9"-- %!" #!'2" ., %!" /"($)'%$)" 3'#"/ #.-"* .0 %!" 1('2! .,
%!" ,+08%$.07 ")"0 $, 9" /$/0A% B0.9 %!" ,+08%$.04 ?.9 -"% +# $0%(./+8" #.&" %"(&$0.-.1* %.
"62("## %!"#" $/"'# '0/ 8.0C(& %!"& 9$%! 2(..,#4  !" #%'%"&"0%# ., %!" %!".("&# '22"'(
!"(" '0/ %!" 2(..,# '(" 2.#%2.0"/ %$-- D!'2%"( :E4
 !"#$%$&#' ()$%$*+, -&$#%. /&*+, +#0 1,&2+, 3+4$5+ +#0 3$#$5+
F"% f 3" ' ("'-G)'-+"/ ,+08%$.0 '0/ p 3" ' 2.$0% $0 %!" /.&'$0 ., f 4
H:I J" #'* p $# ' *)$%$*+, 6&$#% ., f $, "$%!"( f ′(p) = 0 .( f ′(p) $# +0/"C0"/4
HEI J" #'* f(p) $# ' ,&*+, 5+4$575 ., f $, f(x) ≤ f(p) ,.( '-- x $0 '0 .2"0 $0%"()'-
(a, b) 8.0%'$0$01 p4
HKI J" #'* f(p) $# ' ,&*+, 5$#$575 ., f $, f(x) ≥ f(p) ,.( '-- x $0 '0 .2"0 $0%"()'-
(a, b) 8.0%'$0$01 p4
HLI J" #'* f(p) $# %8! 9,&2+, 5+4$575 ., f $, f(x) ≤ f(p) ,.( '-- x $0 %!" /.&'$0
., f 4
H<I J" #'* f(p) $# %8! 9,&2+, 5$#$575 ., f $, f(x) ≥ f(p) ,.( '-- x $0 %!" /.&'$0 .,
f 4
 !" #$%&#$ $'( #&'&#$ ))
 !"#$"% &'(&( )*+$,- ."$+/0-+/"  ",- 1#$ 2#304 56-$"%07
 !""#$% f &$ ' (!)*+&#) ,&+- *.&+&*'/ "#&)+ p ')0 f &$ 0&1%.%)+&'2/% #) (a, b) %3*%"+ "#$$&2/4
'+ p5
678 9( f ′ &$ "#$&+&:% +# +-% /%(+ #( p ')0 )%;'+&:% +# +-% .&;-+ #( p< +-%) p &$ ' /#*'/
='3&=!= #( f 5
6>8 9( f ′ &$ )%;'+&:% +# +-% /%(+ #( p ')0 "#$&+&:% +# +-% .&;-+ #( p< +-%) p &$ ' /#*'/
=&)&=!= #( f 5
 !"#$%& &'(8' ?$% +-% @&.$+ A%.&:'+&:% B%$+ +# C)0 +-% /#*'/ %3+.%='< &( +-%4 %3&$+5
678 f(x) = x3 − 9x2 − 48x+ 52
6>8 f(x) = x
x2+1
6D8 f(x) = x3
6E8 f(x) = x4
9#4:-+#;< B-%.% '.% +-.%% $+%"$ &) ' /#*'/ %3+.%=' ".#2/%=F 0&1%.%)+&'+%G C)0 +-% *.&+&*'/
"#&)+$G !$% +-% @&.$+ A%.&:'+&:% B%$+5
678 f(x) = x3 − 9x2 − 48x+ 525  # f ′(x) = 3x2 − 18x− 485
B# C)0 +-% *.&+&*'/ "#&)+$ $#/:% +-% %H!'+&#) f ′(x) = 0F
3x2 − 18x− 48 = 0
x2 − 6x− 16 = 0
(x− 8)(x+ 2) = 0
B-% *.&+&*'/ "#&)+$ '.% x = 8 ')0 x = −25
I'.J +-% *.&+&*'/ "#&)+$ #) ' )!=2%. /&)% ')0 0%+%.=&)% +-% &)+%.:'/$ ,-%.% +-%
(!)*+&#) &$ "#$&+&:% ')0 )%;'+&:% '$ $-#,) 2%/#,F
 &)*% f ′ &$ )%;'+&:% +# +-% /%(+ #( K> ')0 "#$&+&:% +# +-% .&;-+ #( K>< ' /#*'/ ='3&=!=
#**!.$ '+ −25 B-% :'/!% #( +-% /#*'/ ='3&=!= &$
f(−2) = (−2)3 − 9(−2)2 − 48(−2) + 52 = 104.
 !!  !" #$%&#$ $'( #&'&#$
 !"#$ f ′ !% &'%!(!)$ (' (*$ +$,( ', - ."/ "$0.(!)$ (' (*$ 1!0*( ', -2 . +'#.+ 3!"!343
'##41% .( 05 6*$ ).+4$ ', (*$ +'#.+ 3.7!343 !%
f(8) = (8)3 − 9(8)2 − 48(8) + 52 = −396.









1− x2 = 0
x = ±1
 !"#$ f ′ !% &'%!(!)$ (' (*$ +$,( ', AB ."/ "$0.(!)$ (' (*$ 1!0*( ', AB2 . +'#.+ 3.7!343
'##41% .( −15 6*$ ).+4$ ', (*$ +'#.+ 3.7!343 !% f(−1) = −1
2
5
 !"#$ f ′ !% "$0.(!)$ (' (*$ +$,( ', B ."/ &'%!(!)$ (' (*$ 1!0*( ', B2 . +'#.+ 3!"!343









DE%$1)$ ,1'3 (*$ .E')$ /!.01.3 (*.( (*$ %!0" ', f ′ /'$% "'( #*."0$ .1'4"/ F5  '








 !" #$%&#$ $'( #&'&#$  ! 
 !"#$ f ′ !% "$&'(!)$ (* (+$ ,$-( *- . '"/ 0*%!(!)$ (* (+$ 1!&+( *- .2 ' ,*#', 3!"!343
*##41% '( 05 6+$ )',4$ *- (+$ ,*#', 3'7!343 !% f(0) = 05

 !"#$% &'()( f(x) = x3
8$7(2 9$ #'" 4%$ #*"#')!(: '"/ (+$ %$#*"/ /$1!)'(!)$ (* /$($13!"$ ,*#', 3'7!3' '"/ 3!"!;
343
 !"#$"% &'()( *+",#-. /"$012301"  "43 5#$ 6#,27 893$"%2:
 400*%$ f !% ' -4"#(!*" 9!(+ #1!(!#', 0*!"( p '"/ f !% /!<$1$"(!'=,$ *" (a, b) $7#$0( 0*%%!=,:
'( p5
>?@ A- f ′′(p) < 0 (+$" p !% ' ,*#', 3'7!343 *- f 5
>B@ A- f ′′(p) > 02 (+$" p !% ' ,*#', 3!"!343 *- f 5
 !"#$%& &'(;' C!"/ (+$ ,*#', $7(1$3'2 !- (+$: $7!%(5 D%$ (+$ %$#*"/ /$1!)'(!)$ ($%(5
>?@ f(x) = x3 − 9x2 − 48x+ 52
>B@ f(x) = xe−x
>E@ f(x) = x+ 1
x
+#7<30#-4(
>?@ f(x) = x3 − 9x2 − 48x+ 52
 !"  !# $%&'$% %() $'('$%
 ! "# !$" %& '(# )*#+%,-! #.$/)0#1
f ′(x) = 3x2 − 18x− 48
f ′′(x) = 6x− 18
$&2 f ($! 3*%'%3$0 ),%&'! $' −2 $&2 84
 ))05%&6 '(# 7#3,&2 8#*%+$'%+# 9#!'1 !%&3# f ′′(−2) = −30 < 01 f ($! $ 0,3$0
/$.%/-/ $' −24 7%&3# f ′′(8) = 30 > 01 !, f ($! $ 0,3$0 /%&%/-/ $' 84
:;< f(x) = xe−x
f ′(x) = e−x − xe−x = e−x(1− x)
f ′′(x) = −e−x(1− x)− e−x = e−x(x− 2)
=*%'%3$0 >,%&'!? 7#' e−x(1−x) = 0 $&2 !,0+#4 7%&3# '(# #.),&#&'%$0 @-&3'%,& %! &#+#*
A1 '(# ,&05 "$5 e−x(1−x) 3$& B# A %! "(#& 1−x = 04 7, x = 14 9(-! f ($! $ 3*%'%3$0
),%&' $' x = 14  ))05%&6 '(# 7#3,&2 8#*%+$'%+# 9#!'1 !%&3# f ′′(1) = −e−1 < 01 f
($! $ 0,3$0 /$.%/-/ $' 14
:C< f(x) = x+ 1
x





=*%'%3$0 >,%&'!? 7#' 1− 1
x2









7, f ($! 3*%'%3$0 ),%&'! $' x = ±14  ))05%&6 '(# 7#3,&2 8#*%+$'%+# 9#!'1 !%&3#
f ′′(−1) < 01 f ($! $ 0,3$0 /$.%/-/ $' −14 7%&3# f ′′(1) > 01 f ($! $ 0,3$0 /%&%/-/
$' 14

 *6-$B05 '(# 7#3,&2 8#*%+$'%+# 9#!' %! !(,*'#* '($& '(# D%*!' 8#*%+$'%+# 9#!'1 B-' %' 2,#!&E'
$0"$5! ",*F4 D,* #.$/)0#1 3,&!%2#* '(# @-&3'%,&
f(x) = x4
 !" #$%&#$ $'( #&'&#$  !)
 !"#$ %$&'()*'($ '#
f ′(x) = 4x3.
+" f !)# ) ,&'*',)- ."'/* )* x = 00 1" $($&2
f ′′(x) = 12x2
#" f ′′(0) = 0 )/% *!$ +$,"/% 3$&'()*'($ 4$#* 5)'-$%0 6#  $ #) $)&-'$&2 f(x) = x4 !)# ) -",)-
7'/'7) )* x = 00 4!$ 8'&#* 3$&'()*'($ 4$#* )- )9#  "&:#0
 !"#$"% &'()( * "+, -#$ .#/.012,34 +;.."#$ f '# ) 5;/,*'"/ %'<$&$/*')=-$ "/ )/ ".$/
'/*$&()- (a, b) ,"/*)'/'/> c )/% #;.."#$ f ′′(c) $?'#*#0
@AB C5 f ′′(c) > 02 *!$/ f ′(x) '# '/,&$)#'/> )* c2 )/% f '# .#/.01" 56 )* c0
@DB C5 f ′′(c) '# /$>)*'($2 *!$/ f ′(x) '# %$,&$)#'/> )* c2 )/% f '# .#/.01" 7#8/ )* c0
9":/2,2#/; 6/ 2/<".,2#/ 6#2/, '# ) ."'/* "/ ) ,;&($ )*  !',! ) ,!)/>$ '/ *!$ %'&$,*'"/
"5 ,;&()*;&$ ",,;&#0
C/ "*!$&  "&%# *!$ ,"/,)('*9 ,!)/>$# )* *!$ '/E$,*'"/ ."'/*0 4!$ *)/>$/* -'/$ *" *!$ ,;&($
)* ) ."'/* '# )="($ *!$ ,;&($ 5"& *!$ ,"/,)($ %" / ."&*'"/ @"& ,"/($? ."&*'"/B )/% =$-" *!$
,;&($ 5"& *!$ ,"/,)($ ;. ."&*'"/0 4!$ '/E$,*'"/ ."'/* '#  !$&$ '* 7"($# 5&"7 "/$ #'%$ *" *!$
"*!$&0
 
C* ,)/ =$ %'F,;-* *" %$*$&7'/$ ,"/,)('*9 G;#* =9 -"":'/> )* *!$ >&).!2 $#.$,')--9 '5
*!$ ,"/,)('*9 '# #-'>!*0 4!$ 4$#* 5"& H"/,)('*9 >'($# ) .&$,'#$  )9 "5 I/%'/> *!$ '/E$,*'"/
."'/*#0
 !"#$"% &'(=( * "+, -#$ 2/<".,2#/ 6#2/,+4 +;.."#$ f '# ) 5;/,*'"/ %'<$&$/*')=-$ "/ )/
".$/ '/*$&()- (a, b) ,"/*)'/'/> k )/% #;.."#$ f ′′(k) = 00 4!$/ k '# )/ '/E$,*'"/ ."'/* '5 )/%
"/-9 '5 f ′′ ,!)/>$# #'>/# )&";/% k0
 
 !" #$%$&"'$( &()" *+, -./0"12$+/ 3+$/245 !(4 (/ (/$6(2"' )$* 4!+7$/) !+7 2!" 2(/)"/2 8$/" 2+ 2!"
19,:" 1!(/)"4 *,+6 +/" 4$'" +* 2!" 19,:" 2+ 2!" +2!", (2 2!" $/0"12$+/ &+$/2;
 !"  !# $%&'$% %() $'('$%
 !"#$%&  !"#'  !"# $%& !"'&($!)" *)!"$+, !- $%&. &/!+$0
123 f(x) = x3
143 f(x) = x3 − 9x2 − 48x+ 52
153 f(x) = x4 − x
$%&'()%*+" 6& 7!88 9"# $%& 9:+$ ;"# +&()"# #&:!<;$!<&+ ;"# =+& $%& >&+$ -): ?"-&($!)" *)!"$+0
123 @A+&:<& $%;$
f(x) = x3
f ′(x) = 3x2
f ′′(x) = 6x
B;"#!#;$&+ -): !"'&($!)" *)!"$+ ;:& )A$;!"&# A. +&$$!"C f ′′(x) = 0 ;"# +)8<!"C0
6x = 0
x = 0
 :)D $%& #!;C:;D ;A)<&, )A+&:<& $%;$ f ′′ !+ "&C;$!<& $) $%& 8&-$ )- 0 ;"# *)+!$!<& $)
$%& :!C%$ )- E0 F!"(& $%& +!C" )- f ′′ (%;"C&+ =+!"C $%& >&+$ -): ?"'&($!)" G)!"$+, 7&
(;"+ ;. ;" !"'&($!)" *)!"$ )((=:+ ;$ 00 >%& !"-&($!)" *)!"$ !+ (0, 0)0
H)$&I F&& $%& C:;*% )- f(x) = x3 !"  !C=:& ,, ;"# )A+&:<& $%& 7;. $%& (=:<;$=:&
(%;"C&+ ;$ x = 00 ?" -;($, %;<& .)= &<&: 7)"#&:&# 7%. f(x) = x3 8))J+ $%& 7;.
!$ #)&+0 K-$&: ;88 7& *8)$ A. %;"# L=+$ ; -&7 *)!"$+ ;"# &<&" $%)=C% $%& ()D*=$&:
(;" *8)$ ; *)!"$ -): &<&:. *!/&8, !$ !+ +$!88 L=+$ *8)$$!"C *)!"$+0 >%&:& ;:& !"9"!$& :&;8
"=DA&:+ A&$7&&" &<&:. *;!: )- :&;8 "=DA&:+, +) %)7 #) 7& J")7 +)D&$%!"C +$:;"C&
#)&+ ")$ )((=: ;$ *)!"$+ $) 9"& $) *8)$0 >%& ;A)<& ;";8.$!(;8 &/*8;";$!)" !+ $%&
:&;+)" $%& C:;*% )- f(x) = x3 8))J+ $%& 7;. !$ !+0
143
f(x) = x3 − 9x2 − 48x+ 52
f ′(x) = 3x2 − 18x− 48
f ′′(x) = 6x− 18
B;"#!#;$&+ -): !"-&($!)" *)!"$+I
6x− 18 = 0
x = 3
 :)D $%& #!;C:;D ;A)<&, +!"(& $%& +!C" )- f ′′ (%;"C&+ ;A)=$ x = 3, ;" !"'&($!)"
*)!"$ )((=:+ ;$ 30 >%& !"-&($!)" *)!"$ !+ (3, f(3))0
 !" #$%&#$ $'( #&'&#$  !)
 !"
f(x) = x4 − x
f ′(x) = 4x3 − 1
f ′′(x) = 12x2
#$%&'&$()* +,- '%+).(',% /,'%(*0
f ′′(x) = 0
12x2 = 0
x = 0
1,2)3)-4 f ′′ &,)* %,( .5$%6) *'6% $-,7%& x = 08 9, x = 0 '* %,( $% '%:).(',% /,'%(8
;5'* +7%.(',% 5$* %, '%:).(',% /,'%(8 9)) (5) 6-$/5 ,+ f(x) = x4−x '% <'67-) =>8?8

 !"#$% &'()( f(x) = x4 − x
 !"#$%#&  !'()&*+
 =" <,- )$.5 +7%.(',% @%& (5) +,AA,2'%64 '+ (5)B )C'*(0
'" ;5) .-'('.$A /,'%(*
''" ;5) A,.$A )C(-)D$ 7*'%6 (5) @-*( &)-'3$('3) ()*(
 !"  !# $%&'$% %() $'('$%
   ! "#$  %&$'()*+ ,($' -# .# &#$ /0%.& ,%  +  %.'$)+ %1 )%2 2$.'$)+ %1
 (! "#$ *,.)* $3&'$4) 0+ %1 &#$ +$.,%2 2$' ()& ($ &$+& 5 / 6,++ 7*$!
(! "#$  %8$.& ,% 6, %&+
)! f(x) = 5x2 + 4x
7! f(x) = 3x2 − 12x+ 5
.! f(x) = (x2 − 1)3
2! f(x) = x3 + 3x2 − 24x
$! f(x) = x3 + x2 − x
/! f(x) = 3x4 + 3x3 − 6x2
1! f(x) = |3x− 4|
#! f(x) = x
x2+1
 ! f(x) = x−1
x2−x+1





*! f(x) = x2e−3x
4! f(x) = lnx
x2
  ! "#$%&%'($%)*
 ! "#$% &#'(")* +) "',) -.* !)+ /-.!0 '1$2$"3 "- 4!0 "#) 5'6$5.5 '!0 5$!$5.5 -/ /.!&"$-!%
'!0 '((23 $" "- '22 %-*"% -/ *)'2 +-*20 %$".'"$-!%7 8% 9.2)* %'$0
:$!&) "#) /'1*$& -/ "#) .!$;)*%) $% 5-%" ()*/)&" '!0 "#) +-*, -/ ' 5-%" +$%)
<*)'"-*= !-"#$!> '" '22 "',)% (2'&) $! "#) .!$;)*%) $! +#$&# %-5) *.2) -/
5'6$5.5 -* 5$!$5.5 0-)% !-" '(()'*7
?) !-+ ,!-+ "#) .!$;)*%) $% !-" '% (*)0$&"'12) '% "#) >-20)! '>) 5'"#)5'"$&$'!% 1)2$);)0 $"
"- 1)7 @-!)"#)2)%%= 5'!3 *)'2 +-*20 (#)!-5)!' &'! 1) *)0.&)0 "- ' 2-&'2 )6"*)5' (*-12)57
 !"#$%&   ! ' "#$%&'&(&)* +,-$. 8 /'*5)* #'% 2400 /))" -/ /)!&) '!0 #) +'!"% "-
/)!&) -A ' *)&"'!>.2'* 4)20 "#'" 1-*0)*% ' %"*'$>#" *$;)*7 B) !))0% !- /)!&) '2-!> "#) *$;)*7
?#'" '*) "#) 0$5)!%$-!% -/ "#) 4)20 "#'" #'% "#) 2'*>)%" '*)'C
/0123&0)! :.((-%) l $% "#) 2)!>"# '!0 w $% "#) +$0"# -/ "#) 4)207 D#) '*)' A -/ "#) 4)20 $%
A = lw
'!0 "#) ()*$5)")* P $%
P = 2w + l
%$!&) -!) %$0) $% !-" /)!&)0 E$" &-.20 1) l -* w "#'" '(()'*% -!&)F7
 !"
 !"   # $%&'(')*&'$+
 !" #$%&'"( )#"*+,") -!.- -!" #"$+("-"$ +) ,/"0 .- 12334 5!+*! +) -!" .(%67- %8 8"7*" -!"
8.$("$ !.)9 :)+7; -!" #"$+("-"$ 8%$(6'. 5" ;"-
P = 2w + l
2400 = 2w + l
l = 2400− 2w.
<6&)-+-6-" -!" =.'6" %8 l +7 -!" .$". 8%$(6'. -% ;"-
A = lw = (2400− 2w)w = 2400w − 2w2.
<+7*" -!" #$%&'"( .)>) 8%$ -!" '.$;")- .$".4 -!" 867*-+%7 -% (./+(+?" +) A = 2400w−2w29 @"
*.7 6)" -!" A+$)- B"$+=.-+="  ")- %$ <"*%70 B"$+=.-+="  ")-9 C"-D) -$E -!" <"*%70 B"$+=.-+="
 ")- )+7*" +- +) )!%$-"$9  !" 0"$+=.-+=" +)
A′ = 2400− 4w.
 !" *$+-+*.' #%+7- +)
A′ = 0
2400− 4w = 0
−4w = 2400
w = 600.
 !" )"*%70 0"$+=.-+=" +)
A′′ = −4.
<+7*" -!" )"*%70 0"$+=.-+=" +) 7";.-+="4 A !.) . (./+(6( .-
w = 600.
 !" *%$$")#%70+7; =.'6" %8 l +)
l = 2400− 2w = 2400− 2(600) = 1200.
 !"$"8%$"4 -!" ,"'0 5+-! -!" '.$;")- .$". !.) w = 600 8""- .70 l = 1200 8""-9 
 !"#$%&   !"' #$%&'(')'*+ ,-./(01 F7 %#"7 &%/ !.=+7; . )G6.$" &.)" .70 . )6$8.*"
.$". %8 H3I )G6.$" +7*!") (6)- &" *%7)-$6*-"09 @!.- 0+("7)+%7) 5+'' #$%06*" . &%/ 5+-!
(./+(6( =%'6("J
  ! "#$%&%'($%")  *+
 !"#$%!&'  !""#$% &'% (#) '*$ * $+!*,% (*$% #- .%/0&' x */1 '%20'& h3 4'% 5#.!6% #- &'%
(#) 2$
V = x2h
*/1 &'% $!,-*7% *,%* 2$
S = x2 + 4xh.
4'% ",#(.%6 $"%728%$ &'*& &'% $!,-*7% *,%* 2$ 8)%1 *& 9:; $+!*,% 2/7'%$3 <$2/0 &'% $!,-*7%
*,%* -#,6!.*
S = x2 + 4xh
108 = x2 + 4xh
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4'% 8,$& */1 $%7#/1 1%,25*&25%$ *,%
V ′ = 27− 3
4
x2
V ′′ = −3
2
x
4'% 7,2&27*. "#2/&$ *,%









  !   " #$%&'&()%&#*
 !"#$ %&' !'()#* *'+",-%",' %'!%. V ′ "! #'$-%",' -% x = 6/ 0) V "! 1-2"131 -%
x = 6.





4&'+'7)+' %&' *"1'#!")#! $","#$ %&' 1-2"131 ,)631' -+' x = 6 "#(&'! -#* h = 2 "#(&'!/

 !"#$%&   !"' #$%&'(')'*+ ,-./%01 2.1%3 8 (96"#*+"(-6 (-# 13!% :' ()#!%+3(%'*
%) &)6* ;<<< (3:"( ('#%"1'%'+! )7 )"6/ ="#* %&' *"1'#!")#! %&-% 1"#"1">' %&' ()!% )7 %&'
1-%'+"-6! #''*'* %) 1-#37-(%3+' %&' (-#/
,45-6'4*7 0355)!' %&' +-*"3! )7 %&' (-#?! :-!' "! r -#* &'"$&% "! h/ @)631' )7 %&' (-# "!
V = πr2h.
4&' !3+7-(' -+'- )7 %&' (-# "! %&' -+'- )7 %&' %)5 -#* :)%%)1 ("+(6'! A&"(& "! 2 × πr2 -#*
%&' -+'- )7 %&' (96"#*'+"(-6 5-+%/ 4&"! 5)+%")# 3#7)6*! %) - +'(%-#$6' A"%& )#' !"*' h -#* %&'
)%&'+ !"*' 2πr. !) "%! -+'- "! 2πr × h/ 4&3! %&' !3+7-(' -+'- )7 - (96"#*'+"(-6 (-# "!
A = 2πr2 + 2πrh.






03:!%"%3%' h "! %&' !3+7-(' -+'- 7)+136- %) $'%
A = 2πr(r +
1000
πr2




  ! "#$%&%'($%")    
 !" #$%& '() %"*+() )"$,-'&,-"% '$"
A′ = 4πr − 2000
r2












3"&&,(2 &!" (45"$'&+$ 6"$+ 2,-"%










3+ &!" *$,&,*'. /+,(& ,% r = 5.427  8%,(2 &!" 3"*+() 9"$,-'&,-"  "%&: +0%"$-" &!'& A′′ ,%
/+%,&,-" '& r ≈ 5.427 3+ V ,% 5,(,545 '&
r ≈ 5.42.
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= 0 &' ,)5#<)#5 %" r = 0 0%=&)9
&" %)!"$#( .(&"&.%* 6!&)"1 8," % '!*,"&!) -&"$ r = 0 -!,*5 )!" 0%=# '#)'#; '! -# .%) 5&'(#9%(5 &"1 2$#'#
(#%'!)' 0,'" 3# =)!-) >!( % "$!(!,9$ ,)5#('"%)5&)9; #?#) &> >!(9#""&)9 "$#0 %)5 <)5&)9 !)*@ "$# (#%* (!!"
9#"' @!, "! "$# <)%* %)'-#(1
*
A## $""6BCC'%0D'$%$1.!0CEFGECFHCIGC%J.%*.,*,'J!6"&0&/%"&!)J6!'"#(J6(!D#."C >!( % K%*.,*,' L6"&0&/%J
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